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Abstract –We study a presentation of Khovanov - Lauda - Rouquier’s candidate 2-categorification
of a quantum group using algebraic rewriting methods. We use a computational approach based on
rewriting modulo the isotopy axioms of its pivotal structure to compute a family of linear bases for
all the vector spaces of 2-cells in this 2-category. We show that these bases correspond to Khovanov
and Lauda’s conjectured generating sets, proving the non-degeneracyof their diagrammatic calculus.
This implies that this 2-category is a categorification of Lusztig’s idempotent and integral quantum
group Uq(g) associated to a symmetrizable simply-laced Kac-Moody algebra g.
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INTRODUCTION
In [19], Khovanov and Lauda introduced a 2-category U(g) which is a candidate to be a categorification
of Lusztig’s idempotent and integral version of the quantum group Uq(g) associated to a symmetrizable
Kac-Moody algebra g. They proved that U(g) is a categorification of Uq(g) if and only if the diagram-
matic calculus they introduce in [19] is non-degenerated, that is the spaces of 2-cells in U(g) have an
explicit linear basis, proving that the relations of U(g) do not vanish all the string diagrams to 0. In [29],
Rouquier independently introduced a 2-Kac-Moody algebra, which turns out to be isomorphic to U(g),
see [3]. The main objective of this paper is to prove that the sets conjectured by Khovanov and Lauda to
be linear bases of the spaces of 2-cells in U(g) are linear bases using rewriting methods. The 2-category
U(g) is a K-linear (2, 2)-category, as recalled in Section 1.1.1, that is all the spaces of 2-cells in U(g)
are K-vector spaces for a ground field K. Since U(g) admits a pivotal structure, we use the context
of rewriting modulo the isotopy axioms of a pivotal linear (2, 2)-category introduced in [8] to compute
these linear bases.
Higher-dimensional representation theory and categorification of quantum groups. In representa-
tion theory, one study actions of an algebra of a vector space. Higher dimensional representation theory
aims at replacing these vector spaces by categories, and linear maps by functors. The objective in that
process is to construct a categorification of the given algebra, that is an higher dimensional abelian, ad-
ditive, or triangulated category whose corresponding Grothendieck group is isomorphic to the algebra.
In this paper, we are interested in Khovanov and Lauda’s categorification of a quantum group associated
to a symmetrizable Kac-Moody algebra g, [20, 21, 19]. Given any root datum corresponding to a sym-
metrizable Kac-Moody algebra g, they defined in [19] a candidate 2-category to be a categorification of
Lusztig’s idempotent and integral version of the quantum group Uq(g) associated with this root datum.
The 2-category U(g) is defined from a presentation by generators and relations, that is it has a set of
0-cells, a set of generating 1-cells and a set of generating 2-cells, and the compositions that one can
make with these generating 2-cells are subject to some relations. Khovanov and Lauda established [19,
Theorem 1.1, Theorem 1.2] that U(g) is a categorification of Uq(g) if the diagrammatic calculus they
introduce in [19] is non degenerated, which corresponds to the fact that each vector space of 2-cells in
U(g) admits an explicit linear basis described in [19, Section 3.2.3]. Khovanov and Lauda proved in
[19] the non-degeneracy of their calculus for symmetrizable Kac-Moody algebras of type A, namely for
sln. It remained unknown in general until the works of Webster [34], who proved this non-degeneracy
for any root datum of finite type and for any field K using slightly different methods than in this paper.
It was also proved by Kang and Kashiwara in [18] from a 2-representation of Rouquier’s 2-Kac Moody
algebra, proving that the diagrammatic calculus in U(g) can not be degenerated. In this paper, we give
a new proof of these results using a rewriting theoretical approach. We restrict our study to the case
of simply-laced symmetrizable Kac-Moody algebras, that is Kac-Moody algebras whose Dynkin graph
does not admit loops nor multiple edges. Indeed, as explained in 2.2.2, the relations appearing in the pre-
sentation of U(g) are more simple in this setting, and thus it simplifies the computations when studying
it using rewriting methods. However, we expect that the methods provided in this paper extend to the
non simply-laced setting.
In [29], Rouquier defined a Kac-Moody 2-category A(g), which has less generating 2-cells than
U(g), so that rewriting in this 2-category is more adapted. Brundan proved in [3] that these two 2-
categories U(g) and A(g) are isomorphic. In this paper, we will thus choose to work in the 2-category
A(g) and its diagrammatic presentation given by Brundan, and translate the computations in U(g)
through this isomorphism.
Rewriting and linear polygraphs. Polygraphs are algebraic objects used to generate higher-dimensional
globular strict categories, introduced independently by Burroni [4] and Street [31, 32]. They have been
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widely used in rewriting theory [26, 22, 27, 11, 28, 12, 24, 14, 13] to compute in various algebraic struc-
tures and describe the properties of the computations using a homotopical approach. The properties of
presentations of 2-categories by 3-polygraphs have been studied in a non-linear setting in [11]. These
methods have been extended to the structure of K-linear (2, 2)-categories, that is categories enriched in
K-linear categories for a given field K in [1], following the notion of linear polygraphs introduced in
[10] to rewrite in associative algebras. We study presentations of linear (2, 2)-categories by rewriting
systems called linear (3, 2)-polygraphs. There are two fundamental rewriting properties that we study
in order to compute linear bases: termination, establishing that an element can not be reduced infinitely
many times, and confluence, stating that two paths of reductions starting from the same element must
reach the same result. It was proven in [1] that, given a presentation of a linear (2, 2)-category C by a
convergent, that is terminating and confluent, linear (3, 2)-polygraph P, one can obtain a hom-basis of C,
that is a family of sets Bp,q indexed by pairs of 1-cells p and q in C such that Bp,q is a linear basis of the
vector space C2(p, q) of 2-cells with 1-source p and 1-target q. Such a hom-basis is constructed by con-
sidering monomials in C in normal form with respect to P. This was then extended in a non-terminating
context, as Alleaume pointed out in [1] that many presentations of the linear (2, 2)-categories arising in
representation theory cannot be oriented in a terminating way. However, the presentations are in gen-
eral quasi-terminating, that is each non-terminating rewriting sequence is derived from a rewriting cycle.
Alleaume extended the basis result in [2] to quasi-terminating linear (3, 2)-polygraphs by proving that a
hom-basis is given by monomials in quasi-normal form, that is monomials on which we can only apply
some rules that give rise to a cycle, and no other relation.
In this paper, we will study two linear (2, 2)-categories with different structures using a rewrit-
ing theoretical approach. The first one is a linear (2, 2)-category CKLR defined in such a way that the
Khovanov-Lauda-Rouquier (KLR) algebras [20, 29] can be recovered as some spaces of 2-cells of CKLR,
as explained in Section 2.2.3. This linear (2, 2)-category does not admit a pivotal structure, and we prove
in Section 2.3 that it can be presented by a convergent linear (3, 2)-polygraph. The second linear (2, 2)-
category is the Khovanov-Lauda-Rouquier’s 2-categorification of a quantum group, which admits a piv-
otal structure, that is each 1-cell is equipped with a biadjoint, yielding unit and counit 2-cells, and the
remaining 2-cells satisfy some cyclicity relations in the sense of [6]. In terms of string diagrams, the unit
and counit 2-cells will be depicted by caps and cups diagrams, and the axioms of pivotality implies that
all the string diagrams will be depicted up to isotopy. The isotopy relations make the confluence difficult
to prove, because of a great number of overlappings between a defining relation and an isotopy relation.
As a consequence, the methods provided in [1] are difficult to apply in this situation. This issue is solved
by using rewriting modulo these relations, as explained in [8], where these rules are not considered as
rewriting rules anymore, but as axioms that we freely use in rewriting paths.
Khovanov-Lauda-Rouquier algebras. In the construction of a categorification of a quantum group,
the family of KLR algebras, or quiver Hecke algebras, emerged. These algebras were discovered in-
dependently by Rouquier [29], Khovanov and Lauda [20] since the category of finitely-generated pro-
jective modules over these algebras categorify the negative part of the associated quantum group, see
[21]. Furthermore, these algebras act on some endomorphism spaces of 2-cells of U(g). In Section
2.2, we define following [29] the family of KLR algebras that we specialize to Khovanov and Lauda’s
diagrammatic presentation. We also restrict to KLR algebras associated to simply-laced Cartan datum,
and thus simply-laced symmetrizable Kac-Moody algebras to simplify the computations. We define in
Section 2.2.3 a linear (2, 2)-category CKLR encoding the whole family of KLR algebras (R(V))V∈N[I] in
the following sense: for any V inN[I], the algebra R(V) can be recovered as some endomorphism spaces
of 2-cells in CKLR. In Section 2, we define a linear (3, 2)-polygraph KLR presenting CKLR, and prove the
following result:
Theorem 2.3.2. The linear (3, 2)-polygraph KLR is a convergent presentation of the lin-
ear (2, 2)-category CKLR.
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Computing monomials in normal form with respect to KLR, we obtain linear bases for each algebra
R(V). In particular, we recover the linear bases described by Khovanov and Lauda in [20, Theorem 2.5].
In [29, Theorem 3.7], Rouquier described that these algebras admit a Poincare´ - Birkhoff-Witt (PBW)
property, which he proves equivalent to the fact that a given set is a basis of this algebra. In Section 2.4,
we prove that this set correspond to the monomials in normal form for KLR, so that the KLR algebras
admit PBW bases.
Rewriting modulo isotopy in pivotal categories. The linear (2, 2)-category U(g) is a pivotal lin-
ear (2, 2)-category. In such a 2-category, every 1-cell x admits a dual 1-cell x^ which is both its right
and left adjoint. In this case, for any i indexing the Dynkin graph of the Kac-Moody algebra g, the lift
of the generator Ei multiplied by an idempotent 1λ in Lusztig’s idempotent completion of the quantum
group into the categorification is the dual of the lift of Fi multiplied by the idempotent 1λ+αi . Following
[8], we do not orient the isotopy relations provided by this structure as ordinary rewriting rules, but we
rewrite modulo these latter. The theory of rewriting modulo extends the usual theory of rewriting by con-
sidering a set R of oriented rules, and a set E of non-oriented equations that we take into account when
rewriting. It was explained in [9, 8] that rewriting modulo allows more flexbility in computations to reach
confluence. It also reduces the number of overlappings between relations that need to be considered in
the analysis of confluence. In [9], a categorical and polygraphic model was introduced to rewrite modulo
in various algebraic structures, following Huet [15] and Jouannaud and Kirchner’s [16] approaches . An
abstract local confluence criteria and a critical branching lemma were proved, under some termination
assumption for the rewriting system ERE, consisting in rewriting with R on equivalences classes for the
congruence generated by E.
In [8], these results were extended in the linear setting with the introduction of linear (3, 2)-polygraphs
modulo. Moreover, it is proved in [5] that the termination assumption for ERE needed to prove con-
fluence modulo from confluence modulo of critical branchings can be weakened to an assumption of
quasi-termination and exponentiation freedom, depicting the fact that a rewriting path cannot grow ex-
ponentially using the same rewriting rule at each step. However, proving confluence of a linear (3, 2)-
polygraph modulo (R, E, S) modulo E when S, and thus ERE, is not terminating is more difficult. This
can be done using the notion of decreasingness modulo, introduced in [8] following Van Oostrom’s ab-
stract decreasingness property [33]. Indeed, recall from [8, Theorem 2.3.8] that if (R, E, S) is decreasing
modulo E, it is confluent modulo E. Moreover, it is proved in [5] that when S is quasi-terminating,
decreasingness can be obtained from decreasingness of critical branchings modulo with respect to the
quasi-normal form labelling, counting the distance between a 2-cell and its fixed quasi-normal form.
In [8], a method to compute a hom-basis of a linear (2, 2)-category using rewriting modulo was
given. Namely, when considering a normalizing linear (3, 2)-polygrah modulo, one can consider two
different kinds of normal forms: normal forms with respect to S or normal forms with respect to the
convergent polygraph E for which we rewrite modulo. It is proved in [8, Theorem 2.5.4] that if P is a
linear (3, 2)-polygraph presenting a linear (2, 2)-category C, splitted into a linear (3, 2)-polygraph R of
rewritings and a convergent linear (3, 2)-polygraphs of axioms modulo, considering all the monomials
in normal form with respect to S, then taking their normal form with respect to E and considering all
the monomials in these latter gives a hom-basis of C. Moreover, this result is adapted when S is quasi-
terminating [8, Theorem 2.5.6], by fixing a set of quasi-normal forms for S, taking the monomials in
quasi-normal form for S and considering the monomials in the support of their E-normal form.
Categorification of quantum groups. In the last part of this paper, in Section 3, we define the lin-
ear (2, 2)-category A(g) and we explicit Brundan’s isomorphism with the definition of the additional
generators and relations provided by these. Instead of using the presentation suggested by Brundan’s
paper, we prove additional relations in order to obtain symmetries in our set of relations. We then define
a linear (3, 2)-polygraph KLR presenting the linear (2, 2)-category A(g), that we split into two parts: a
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convergent linear (3, 2)-polygraph E containing all isotopy 3-cells and a linear (3, 2)-polygraph R con-
taining the remaining 3-cells. The pair of linear (3, 2)-polygraphs (R, E) is called a convergent splitting
of KLR, and we prove:
Theorem 3.2.5. Let (R, E) be the convergent splitting of KLR defined in 3.2.4. Then ER is
quasi-terminating and ER is confluent modulo E.
As a consequence, fixing a set of monomials in quasi-normal forms with 1-source Ei1λ and 1-target
Ej1λ, and taking their normal form with respect to E gives a linear basis of U(g)(Ei1λ, Ej1λ) for any
1-cells Ei1λ and Ej1λ of U(g). We prove that such a choice of quasi-normal form correspond to a choice
of Khovanov-Lauda’s generating set Bi,j,λ, and thus that the following result holds:
Theorem 3.5.3. The set Bi,j,λ defined in 3.5.2 is a linear basis of U(g)(Ei1λ, Ej1λ).
This proves the non-degeneracy of Khovanov and Lauda’s diagrammatic calculus in that case, and thus
that for a simply-laced symmetrizable Kac-Moody algebra g, the linear (2, 2)-category U(g) is a cate-
gorification of the Lusztig’s quantum group Uq(g) associated to g.
Organization of the paper. In the first Section of this paper, we recall some properties of linear (2, 2)-
categories and linear (3, 2)-polygraphs from [1] and linear (3, 2)-polygraphs modulo from [8]. In Section
2, we define following [29] the family of KLR algebras and specialize it to Khovanov and Lauda’s
diagrammatic definition in simply-laced type [20]. In Section 2.1, we introduce all the needed material
about Kac-Moody algebras. In Subsection 2.3, we define a linear (3, 2)-polygraph KLR presenting the
linear (2, 2)-category CKLR. As a consequence, we prove in 2.4 that the KLR algebras admit PBW bases.
In the last section of this paper, Section 3, we extend the study of the KLR algebras to the 2-category
U(g). In Subsection 3.1, we recall following [3] a diagrammatic presentation for this 2-category. In
Subsection 3.2, we define a linear (3, 2)-polygraph presenting U(g) to which we associate a convergent
splitting (R, E). We prove that ER is quasi-terminating in Section 3.3. In Section3.4, we prove that ER
is confluent modulo E using decreasingness of its critical branchings modulo with respect to a quasi-
normal form labelling. In Section 3.5, we compare the linear bases obtained using rewriting modulo to
Khovanov and Lauda’s generating sets for each space of 2-cells. We prove that one can make a choice of
quasi-normal forms so that these two sets are the same, so that U(g) really is a categorification of U˙q(g).
1. PRELIMINARIES
If C is an n-category, we denote by Cn the set of n-cells in C. For any 0 ≤ k < n and any k-cells p and
q in C, we denote by Ck+1(p, q) the set of (k + 1)-cells in C with k-souce p and k-target q. If p is a
k-cell of C, we denote respectively by si(p) and ti(p) the i-source and i-target of p for 0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1.
These assignments define source and target maps, satisfying the globular relations
si ◦ si+1 = si ◦ ti+1 and ti ◦ si+1 = ti ◦ ti+1
for any 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 2. Two k-cells p and q are i-composable when ti(p) = si(q). In that case, their
i-composition is denoted by p ⋆i q. The compositions of C satisfy the exchange relations:
(p1 ⋆i q1) ⋆j (p2 ⋆i q2) = (p1 ⋆j p2) ⋆i (q1 ⋆j q2) (1)
for any i < j and for all cells p1,p2,q1,q2 such that both sides are defined. If p is a k-cell of C, we denote
by 1p its identity (k + 1)-cell. A k-cell p of C is invertible with respect to ⋆i-composition (i-invertible
for short) when there exists a (necessarily unique) k-cell q in C with i-source ti(p) and i-target si(p)
such that
p ⋆i q = 1si(p) and q ⋆i p = 1ti(p)
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Throughout this paper, 2-cells in 2-categories are represented using the classical representation by string
diagrams, see [23, 30] for surveys on the correspondance between 2-cells and diagrams. The ⋆0 com-
position of 2-cells is depicted by placing two diagrams next to each other, the ⋆1-composition is vertical
concatenation of diagrams.
1.1. Rewriting modulo in linear (2, 2)-categories
In this subsection, we recall from [8] the notions on linear (2, 2)-categories and their presentations by
linear (3, 2)-polygraphs modulo. Throughout this paper, we fix an arbitrary field K.
1.1.1. Linear (2, 2)-categories. A linear (2, 2)-category (over K) is a 2-category C such that for any
1-cells p and q in C, the set C1(p, q) of 2-cells with 1-source p and 1-target q is a K-vector space. For
any p, q, r in C1, the map ⋆1 : C2(p, q)⊗ C2(q, r)→ C2(p, r) is K-linear. If a linear (2, 2)-category C is
presented by generators and relations, a 2-cell φ obtained using ⋆0 and ⋆1 compositions of generating 2-
cells is called a monomial in C. Any 2-cell φ in C can be uniquely decomposed into a sum of monomials
φ =
∑
φi, which we call the monomial decomposition of φ. We set the support of φ, denoted by
Supp(φ), to be the set {φi} of 2-cells that appear in this monomial decomposition. Recall from [8] that a
hom-basis of C is a family (Bp,q) of sets indexed by pairs (p, q) of 1-cells of C such that for any 1-cells
p and q, Bp,q is a linear basis of C2(p, q).
1.1.2. Linear (3, 2)-polygraphs modulo. Recall from [1], that a (left-monomial) linear (3, 2)-polygraph
is a triple P = (P0, P1, P2, P3) where (P0, P1) is an oriented graph, P2 is a cellular extension on the
free 1-category denoted by P∗1 on (P0, P1), that is a set equipped with 1-source and 1-target maps
s1,t1 : P2 → P∗1 , and P3 is a cellular category on the free linear (2, 2)-category Pℓ2 generated by
(P0, P1, P2) such that for any α in P3, s2(α) is a monomial in P
ℓ
2. For a cellular extension Γ of P
∗
1 ,
we will denote by ||f||Γ the number of occurences of 2-cells of Γ in the 2-cell f in P
∗
2 .
Let P be a linear (3, 2)-polygraph, we denote by P≤k the underlying k-polygraph of P, for k =
1, 2. We denote by Pℓ3 the free linear (3, 2)-category generated by P, as defined in [2, Section 3.1].
Recall from [10, Proposition 1.2.3] that every 3-cell α in Pℓ3 is 2-invertible, its inverse being given by
1s2(α) − α+ 1t2(α). The congruence generated by P is the equivalence relation ≡ on P
ℓ
2 defined by
u ≡ v if there is a 3-cell α in Pℓ3 such that s2(α) = u and t2(α) = v.
We say that a linear (2, 2)-category C is presented by P if C is isomorphic to the quotient category Pℓ2/ ≡.
A rewriting step of a linear (3, 2)-polygraph P is a 3-cell of the following form:
C[α] : λm1 ⋆1 (m2 ⋆0 s2(α) ⋆0 m3) ⋆1 m4 + h→ λm1 ⋆1 (m2 ⋆0 t2(α) ⋆0 m3) ⋆1 m4 + h, (2)
where α is a generating 3-cell in P3, the mi are monomials in P
ℓ
2 and h is a 2-cell in P
ℓ
2, such that the
monomialm1 ⋆1 (m2 ⋆0 s2(α) ⋆0 m3) ⋆1 m4 does not appear in the monomial decomposition of h. The
element C = λm1 ⋆1 (m2 ⋆0  ⋆0m3) ⋆1m4 + h is a context of the linear (2, 2)-category P
ℓ
2, as defined
in [8], and is called the context of application of the rule α in (2). Such a rewriting step will thus be
denoted by C[α] : C[s2(α)] → C[t2(α)] in the sequel. A rewriting sequence of P is a finite or infinite
sequence of rewriting steps of P. We say that a 2-cell is a normal form if it can not be reduced by any
rewriting step.
A 3-cell α of Pℓ3 is called positive if it is a ⋆2-composition α = α1 ⋆2 · · · ⋆2 αn of rewriting steps
of P. The length of a positive 3-cell α in Pℓ3 is the number of rewriting steps of P needed to write α as
a ⋆2-composition of these rewriting steps. The linear (3, 2)-polygraph P equipped with this notion of
rewriting step defines an abstract rewriting system.
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1.1.3. Termination and confluence. A branching (resp. local branching) of a linear (3, 2)-polygraph
P is a pair of rewriting sequences (resp. rewriting steps) of P which have the same 2-cell as 2-source.
Such a branching is confluent if it can be completed by rewriting sequences f ′ and g ′ of P as follows:
v f ′

u
f 11
g --
u ′
w g ′
DD
A linear (3, 2)-polygraph P is said:
i) terminating if there is no infinite rewriting sequences in P.
ii) quasi-terminating if for each sequence (un)n∈N of 2-cells such that for each n in N there is a
rewriting step from un to un+1, the sequence (un)n∈N contains an infinite number of occurences
of the same 2-cell.
iii) confluent if all the branchings of P are confluent.
iv) convergent if it is both terminating and confluent.
v) exponentiation free is for any 2-cell u, there does not exist a 3-cell α in Pℓ3 such that
u
α→ λu+ h with λ ∈ K\{0} and h 6= 0.
A normal form of a linear (3, 2)-polygraph P is a 2-cell u that cannot be rewritten by any rewriting
step of P. When P is terminating, any 2-cell admits at least one normal form, and exactly one when it
is also confluent. A quasi-normal form is a 2-cell u such that for any rewriting step from u to another
2-cell v, there exist a rewriting sequence from v to u.
Newman’s lemma states that if a linear (3, 2)-polygraph P is terminating, then the confluence of P is
equivalent to its local confluence. Alleaume proved in [1] that if P is a left-monomial and terminating lin-
ear (3, 2)-polygraph, then it is locally confluent if and only if its critical branchings are confluent. He also
established that a hom-basis of a linear (2, 2)-category can be obtained from a convergent presentation
of C. More precisely, if C is a linear (2, 2)-category presented by a convergent linear (3, 2)-polygraph P,
then the set of all monomials in normal form with respect to P is a hom-basis of C, where Bp,q is the set
of all monomials in normal form with 1-source p and 1-target q.
1.1.4. Linear (3, 2)-polygraphs modulo. A linear (3, 2)-polygraph modulo is the data of a triple
(R, E, S) where
i) R and E are linear (3, 2)-polygraphs having the same underlying 1-polygraph, and such that E2 ⊆ R2,
ii) S is a cellular extension of the free linear 2-category Rℓ2 such that the following inclusions of cellular
extensions R ⊆ S ⊆ ERE holds, where the cellular extension
ERE
γERE→ Sph(Rℓ2)
correspond to 2-spheres (u, v) ∈ Rℓ2 which is the boundary of a 3-cell f in R
ℓ
2[R3, E3, E
−
3 ]/Inv(E3, E
−
3 ),
the free linear (2, 2)-category generated by (R0, R1, R2) augmented by the cellular extensions R, E
and the formal inverses E− of E modulo the corresponding inverse relations, with shape
f = e1 ⋆2 f1 ⋆2 e2,
where e1, e2 are 3-cells in E
ℓ
3 and f1 a rewriting step of R.
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We refer to [9] for a detailed definition of the definition of higher-dimensional polygraphs modulo.
Given a linear (3, 2)-polygrah modulo (R, E, S), the quadruple (R0, R1, R2, S) is a linear (3, 2)-polygraph
that we denote by S in the sequel.
1.2. Confluence modulo and decreasingness
We recall from [8] confluence properties for linear (3, 2)-polygraphs modulo, and we give different
methods to prove confluence modulo from local confluence modulo assumptions. In this subsection, we
fixe a linear (3, 2)-polygraph modulo (R, E, S).
1.2.1. Branchings and confluencemodulo. A branching modulo E of the linear (3, 2)-polygraph mod-
ulo (R, E, S) is a triple (f, e, g) where f and g are positive 3-cells of Sℓ3 of length 1 with f non-identity
and e is a 3-cell in Eℓ3. Such a branching is depicted by
u
f
//
e

u ′
v
g
// v ′
(3)
A branching modulo E as in (3) is confluent modulo E if there exists positive 3-cells f ′, g ′ in Sℓ3 and a
3-cell e ′ in Eℓ3 as in the following diagram:
u
f
//
e

u ′
f ′
// w
e ′

v
g
// v ′
g ′
// w ′
We then say that the triple (f ′, e ′, g ′) is a confluence modulo E of the branching (f, e, g) modulo E. The
linear (3, 2)-polygraph S is confluent modulo E if all its branchings modulo E are confluent modulo E.
A branching (f, e, g) modulo E is local if f is a positive 3-cell of Sℓ3 of length 1, g is a positive 3-cell of
Sℓ3 and e is a 3-cell of E
ℓ
3 such that ℓ(g) + ℓ(e) = 1. Following [8, Section 2.2.6], local branchings are
classified in the following families: local aspherical, local Peiffer, local additive, local Peiffer modulo,
local additive modulo and overlappings modulo which are all the remaining local branchings modulo.
Let ⊑ be the order on monomials of the linear (3, 2)-polygraph S defined by f ⊑ g if there exists a
context C = m1 ⋆1 (m2 ⋆0  ⋆0 m3) ⋆1 m4 of the free 2-category S
∗
2 generated by S such that g = C[f].
A critical branching modulo E is an overlapping local branching modulo E that is minimal for the order
⊑. When ERE is terminating, [8, Theorem 2.2.7] proves that S is confluent modulo E if and only if the
critical branchings (f, e) and (f, g) of S modulo E with f positive 3-cell in Sℓ3 of length 1, g positive
3-cell in Rℓ3 of length 1 and e in E
ℓ
3 of length 1 are confluent modulo E.
1.2.2. Labelling to the quasi-normal form. To prove termination of (R, E, S) when ERE is quasi-
terminating, we introduce the notion of decreasingness modulo following the property of decreasingness
introduced by Van-Oostrom in [33]. Given a quasi-terminating linear (3, 2)-polygraph P, any 2-cell u in
Pℓ2 admits at least quasi normal form. For such a 2-cell u, we fix a choice of a quasi normal form denoted
by u˜. Then we get a quasi-normal form map s : P∗2 → P∗2 sending a 2-cell u in P∗2 on u˜. The labelling to
the quasi-normal form, labellling QNF for short associates to the map s the labelling ψQNF : Pstp → N
defined by
ψQNF(f) = d(t1(f), t1(f))
where d(t1(f), t1(f)) represent the minimal number of rewriting steps needed to reach the quasi normal
form t1(f) from t1(f), and Pstp denotes the set of rewriting steps of P. Given a rewriting sequence
f = f1 ⋆1 . . . ⋆1 fk, we denote by L
X(f) the set {ψQNF(f1), . . . , ψ
QNF(fk)}.
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1.2.3. Decreasingness modulo. Let (R, E, S) be a quasi-terminating linear (3, 2)-polygraph modulo
equipped with its labelling ψQNF to the quasi-normal form on S. Recall from [8] that a local branching
(f, g) (resp. (f, e)) of S modulo E is decreasing modulo E if there exists confluence diagrams of the
following form
f
//
=

f ′
//
g ′′
//
h1
//
e ′

g
//
g ′
//
f ′′
//
h2
//
, (resp.
f
//
e

f ′
//
h1
//
e ′

h2
//
)
such that the following properties hold:
i) k < ψQNF(f) for all k in LX(f ′).
ii) k < ψQNF(g) for all k in LX(g ′).
iii) f ′′ is an identity or a rewriting step labelled by ψQNF(f).
iv) g ′′ is an identity or a rewriting step labelled by ψQNF(g).
v) k < ψQNF(f) or k < ψQNF(g) for all k in LX(h1)∪ L
X(h2) (resp. k ≤ ψ
QNF(f) for any k in LX(h2)
and k ′ < ψQNF(f) for any k ′ in LX(h1)).
We then say that a linear (3, 2)-polygraph (R, E, S) is decreasing modulo E if all its local branchings
are decreasing modulo E. From [8, Theorem 2.3.8], if (R, E, S) is decreasing modulo E, then it is conflu-
ent modulo E. Following [5, 8], one can prove confluence modulo of a linear (3, 2)-polygraph modulo
(R, E, S) such that ERE is quasi-terminating and S is exponentiation free by proving decreasingness of
its critical branchings.
1.3. Linear bases from confluence modulo
We recall following [8] the method to compute an hom-basis of a linear (2, 2)-category from a presenta-
tion of this latter by a linear (3, 2)-polygraph P such that a subset of the relations satisfy an assumption
of confluence modulo the remaining relations.
1.3.1. Splitting of a linear (3, 2)-polygraph. Given a linear (3, 2)-polygraph P, recall that a subpoly-
graph of P is a linear (3, 2)-polygraph P ′ such that P ′i ⊆ Pi for any 0 ≤ i ≤ 3. A splitting of P is a pair
(E, R) of linear (3, 2)-polygraphs such that:
i) E is a subpolygraph of P such that E≤1 = P≤1,
ii) R is a linear (3, 2)-polygraph such that R≤2 = P≤2 and P3 = R3
∐
E3.
Such a splitting is called convergent if we require that E is convergent. Note that any linear (3, 2)-
polygraph P admits a convergent splitting given by (P0, P1, P2, ∅) and (P0, P1, P2, P3). It is not unique in
general. The data of a convergent splitting of a linear (3, 2)-polygraph P gives two distinct linear (3, 2)-
polygraphs R = (P0, P1, P2, R3) and E = (P0, P1, E2, E3) satisfying R≤1 = E≤1 and E2 ⊆ P2, so that we
can construct a linear (3, 2)-polygraph modulo from R and E.
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1.3.2. (Quasi)-Normal forms modulo. Let us consider a linear (3, 2)-polygraph modulo (R, E, S) such
that (R, E, S) is confluent modulo E. We define two notions of normal forms modulo, depending on
whether is terminating (or at least normalizing, that is each rewriting sequence reaches a normal form)
or quasi-terminating.
If S is normalizing, each 2-cell u of Rℓ2 admits at least one normal form with respect to E, and all
these normal forms are congruent with respect to E. We fix such a normal form that we denote by û,
with the convention that if u is already a normal form with respect to E, then û = u. By convergence
of E, any 2-cell u of Rℓ2 admits a unique normal form with respect to E, that we denote by u˜. Note that
when S is confluent modulo E, the element ˜̂u does not depend on the chosen normal form û for u with
respect to S, since two normal forms of u being equivalent with respect to E, they have the same normal
form with respect to E. A normal form for (R, E, S) of a 2-cell u in Rℓ2 is a 2-cell v such that v appears
in the monomial decomposition of w˜ where w is a monomial in the support of û. Such a set is obtained
by reducing a 2-cell u in Rℓ2 into its chosen normal form with respect to S, then taking all the monomials
appearing in the E-normal form of each element in Supp(û). Note that when E is also right-monomial,
as it is the case for the linear (3, 2)-polygraph of isotopies, then the E-normal form of a monomial in
normal form with respect to S already is a monomial.
If S is quasi-terminating, instead of fixing a normal form û with respect to S for any u in Rℓ2, we fix a
choice of a quasi-normal form u for u satisying u = u if u already is a quasi-normal form with respect
to S. By confluence modulo, u and v are 2-cells of Rℓ2 such that there is a 3-cell e : u → v in E⊤, then
the 2-cells u and v are equivalent modulo E. A quasi-normal form for (R, E, S) is a monomial appearing
in the monomial decomposition of the E-normal form of a monomial in Supp(u).
1.3.3. Hom-bases from confluence modulo. Following [8, Theorems 2.5.4 & 2.5.6], if P is a lin-
ear (3, 2)-polygraph presenting a linear (2, 2)-category C, (E, R) is a splitting of P and (R, E, S) is a
linear (3, 2)-polygraph modulo such that S is normalizing (resp. quasi-terminating), and confluent mod-
ulo E, then the set of normal forms (resp. quasi-normal forms) for (R, E, S) is a hom-basis of C.
2. A CONVERGENT PRESENTATION OF THE SIMPLY-LACED KLR
ALGEBRAS
We provide a convergent presentation of a linear (2, 2)-category CKLR encoding the KLR algebras in its
spaces of 2-cells, and prove that these algebras admit Poincare´-Birkhoff-Witt bases.
2.1. Cartan datum and Kac-Moody algebras
Let us recall the notions of Cartan datum and root datum needed to introduce the KLR algebras and the
2-category U(g).
2.1.1. Cartan matrices and Cartan datum. A matrix A = (ai,j) ∈ Mn(K) is called a generalized
Cartan matrix if it satisfies the following conditions:
i) for any 1 ≤ i ≤ n, ai,i = 2;
ii) for any 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, ai,j ∈ Z<0;
iii) for any 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, ai,j = 0 if and only if aj,i = 0.
GivenA = (ai,j)1≤i,j≤n a matrix of rank lwith coefficients inK, we say that a realization ofA is the data
of a triple (h, Π,Π∨) where h is a K-vector space and Π = {α1, . . . , αn} ⊂ h
∗, Π∨ = {α∨1 , . . . , α
∨
n } ⊂ h
satisfying:
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i’) Π and Π∨ are free;
ii’) For all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, 〈α∨i , αj〉 = ai,j;
iii’) dim(h)= 2n − l.
We call Π the basis of roots and Π∨ the basis of co-roots. The elements of Π and Π∨ are respectively
called simple roots and simple co-roots. Following [17, Chapter 1], from such a generalized Cartan
matrix and a realization of it, one can build a Kac-Moody algebra g(A). As in the usual representation
theory of Lie algebras, an integrable g(A)-module admits a decomposition of the form
V =
⊕
λ∈h⋆
Vλ where Vλ = {v ∈ V | h(v) = 〈λ, h〉v for h ∈ h}.
Vλ is then called a weight space and λ ∈ h
⋆ is called a weight if Vλ 6= 0.
2.1.2 Definition. A Cartan datum (I, ·) consists of a finite set I and a bilinear form on Z[I], taking values
in Z such that:
i) i.i ∈ {2, 4, 6, . . . } for any i ∈ I;
ii) −di,j := 2
i.j
i.i ∈ {0,−1,−2, . . . } for any i 6= j ∈ I.
We say that such a Cartan datum is simply-laced if the two following conditions hold:
i’) For any i ∈ I, i · i = 2;
ii’) For any i, j ∈ I, i · j ∈ {0,−1}.
2.1.3 Remark. If we set (I, ·) a Cartan datum and A =
(
2 i.ji.i
)
1≤i,j≤#I
, then A is a generalized Cartan
matrix and so we can associate to each Cartan datum a Kac-Moody algebra.
From now, we fix Γ a non-oriented graph (with possible loops and multiple edges) whose set of
vertices is denoted by I. We assume here that I is a finite set. In general, there is a one-to-one correspon-
dance between such graphs and Cartan data. In particular, let Γ be a simply-laced graph, that is without
loops nor multiple edges. Then we build a simply-laced Cartan datum associated to it as follows: let · be
a bilinear form on Z[I] such that:


i · i = 2
i · j = −1 if there is an edge in Γ from i to j
i · j = 0 otherwise.
(4)
2.1.4. Root datum and quantum groups. Let (I, ·) be a Cartan datum. A root datum of type (I, ·)
consists of
• two free finitely generated abelian groups X,Y and a perfect pairing 〈, 〉 : Y × X→ Z;
• injections I ⊂ X (i 7→ iX) and I ⊂ Y (i 7→ i) such that 〈i, jX〉 = 2 i·ji·i = −dij for all i, j ∈ I.
We associate to such a root datum a quantum group U, which is the unital associative Q(q)-algebra
given by generators Ei, Fi, Kµ for i ∈ I and µ ∈ Y, subject to a family of relations given in [25, Section
3.1].
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2.1.5. The sets Seq(V) and SSeq(V). Following [20, 19], we introduce useful sets to define the KLR
algebras and the KLR 2-category. Let I be the set of vertices of a simply-laced graph Γ . Let V =∑
i∈I
Vi.i ∈ N[I] be an element of N[I], the free semi-group generated by I. We setm := |V | =
∑
Vi.
We consider the set Seq(V) which consists of all sequences of vertices of Γ with length m in which
the vertex i appears exactly Vi times. For instance, Seq(3i+ j) = {iiij, iiji, ijii, jiii}. There is an action
of the symmetric group Sm on the set Seq(V) defined by
sk · i1 . . . im = i1 . . . ik+1ik . . . im
for any 1 ≤ k ≤ m − 1, where sk denotes the permutation (k k+ 1) of Sm.
We will also consider in Section 3 a signed version of this set, with signed sequences of vertices of
Γ :
i = (ǫ1i1, ǫ2i2, . . . , ǫmim), where ǫ1, . . . , ǫm ∈ {+,−} and i1, . . . , im ∈ I.
We define SSeq(V) to be the set of all such signed sequences. We say that a sequence is positive (resp.
negative) if all signs ǫi are positive (resp. negative).
2.2. The KLR algebras
We recall here Rouquier’s algebraic definition of the KLR algebras [29] and their diagrammatic interpre-
tation provided by Khovanov and Lauda in [20].
2.2.1 Definition. [29, Definition 3.2.1] Let Q = (Qi,j)i,j∈I a matrix with coefficients in K[u, v], where
u and v are indeterminates, such that Qi,i = 0 for any i in I. For any V in N[I], we define a (possibly
non-unitary) K-algebra HV(Q) by generators and relations. It is generated by elements 1i, xk,i for k ∈
{1, . . . , n} and τk,i for k ∈ {1, . . . , n} and i ∈ Seq(V). The relations are:
i) 1i1j = δi,j1i
ii) τk,i = 1sk(i)τk,i1i
iii) xk,i = 1ixk,i1i
iv) xk,ixl,i = xl,ixk,i
v) τk,sk(i)τk,i = Qik,ik+1(xk,i, xk+1,i)
vi) τk,sl(i)τl,i = τl,sk(i)τk,i if |k − l| > 1
vii) τk,ixl,i − xsk(l),sk(i)τk,i =


−1i if l = k and ik = ik+1
1i if l = k+ 1 and ik = ik+1
0 otherwise.
viii) τk+1,sksk+1(i)τk,sk+1(i)τk+1,i − τk,sk+1sk(i)τk+1,sk(i)τk,i ={
(xk+2,i − xk,i)
−1(Qik,ik+1(xk+2,i, xk+1,i) −Qik,ik+1(xk,i, xk+1,i)) if ik = ik+2
0 otherwise
In [21], Khovanov and Lauda gave a definition of a ring associated to an element V ∈ N[I] which is
in fact a specialization of Rouquier’s algebra HV(Q) in which
Qi,j(u, v) = u
di,j + vdj,i , ∀ i, j ∈ I, where di,j = −2
i · j
i · i
.
In the simply-laced setting, these coefficients are equal to 0 when i and j are not linked by an edge in the
graph and to 1 when they are. Moreover, they provide a diagrammatic approach for these algebras: for
i = i1 . . . im ∈ Seq(V), the generators are pictured by the diagrams
xk,i =
i1 ik im
•. . . . . . and τk,i =
i1 ik ik+1 im
. . . . . .
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The local relations of 2.2.1 are then diagrammatically depicted by:
i j
=


0 if i = j,
i j if i · j = 0,
i j
•di,j
+
i j
•dj,i
if i · j = −1.
(5)
i j
•
=
i j
• + δi,j
i i
,
i j
•
=
i j
• − δi,j
i i
(6)
i j k
=
i j k
unless i = k and i · j = −1 (7)
i j i
−
i j i
=
i j i
if i · j = −1 (8)
Note that the first diagrammatic relation corresponds to the relation v) in 2.2.1, the second relation
corresponds to relation vii) and the last one corresponds to relation viii) for this particular choice of
polynomials Qi,j. The other relations are not taken into account since they are structural relations when
the algebra is interpreted as endomorphism spaces of 2-cells in the linear (2, 2)-category CKLR defined
in 2.2.3. Namely, the first relation corresponds to the fact that 1i is an identity, and the other relations
correspond to exchange relations (1).
2.2.2 Remark. Throughout this paper, we study the case of simply-laced Cartan datum for simplicity
in the proofs of confluence of critical branchings. In the general case, the KLR relations are more
complicated, for instance the relation reducing a double crossing or the Yang-Baxter braid become
i j
=
i j
•di,j
+
i j
•dj,i
whenever i · j 6= 0, and
i j k
=
i j k
+
di,j−1∑
a=0 i j k
• •a di,j−1−a
whenever i = k and i · j 6= 0. However, we expect that the proof of confluence in the general setting
works similarly as in the simply-laced setting, but the confluence of critical branchings is more difficult
to ensure due to these relations.
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2.2.3. 2-categorical structure. Following [20], we consider for any i and j in Seq(V) the set jR(V)i of
braid-like Khovanov-Lauda diagrams with source i and target j, given by string diagrams satisfying the
following conditions:
- the strands are labelled by vertices of Γ , and reading the labels on the bottom (resp. the top) of the
diagram gives the sequence i (resp. j);
- a strand does not intersect with itself.
For any i and j in Seq(V), the set jR(V)i is a K-vector space. Following [20], we have that R(V) =⊕
i,j∈Seq(V) jR(V)i. Let us consider the linear (2, 2)-cateory C
KLR defined by:
i) only one 0-cell denoted by ∗,
ii) its generating one cells are the elements of I, and the ⋆0 composition of 1-cells is formal concatena-
tion of vertices, so that the 1-cells of CKLR correspond to sequences of vertices of I.
iii) its generating 2-cells are given by
i j
: i ⋆0 j→ j ⋆0 i, •
i
: i→ i (9)
for any i and j in I, so that the 2-cells of CKLR are obtained by all the diagrams one can form by
vertical and horizontal compositions of these generating 2-cells. We require that the 2-cells of CKLR
are subject to relations (5), (6), (7) and (8).
Note that it is clear from the definition of CKLR that if i and j are sequences of vertices of I which
does not belong to the same set Seq(V), then we have CKLR2 (i, j) = ∅. When they belong to the same
Seq(V), we have CKLR2 (i, j) = jR(V)i. As a consequence, we have an isomorphism of algebras
R(V) ≃
∐
i,j∈Seq(V)
CKLR2 (i, j)
so that for any V in N[I], the KLR algebra CKLR is encoded in the linear (2, 2)-category CKLR.
2.3. The linear (3, 2)-polygraph KLR
In this section, we will define linear (3, 2)-polygraphs presenting these simply-laced KLR algebras and
prove that they are convergent.
2.3.1 Definition. Let KLR be the linear (3, 2)-polygraph defined by:
- One 0-cell denoted by ∗,
- Its generating 1-cells are the elements i of I,
- Its generating 2-cells are given by the elements of (9),
- Its generating 3-cells are given by the following oriented relations:
i) For any i, j ∈ I,
i j
• αLi,j❴*4
i j
• and
i j
• αRi,j❴ *4
i j
•
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ii) For any i ∈ I,
i i
• αLi ❴*4
i i
• +
i i
and
i i
• αRi ❴ *4
i i
• −
i i
iii) For any i ∈ I,
i i
βi ❴ *4 0
iv) For any i, j ∈ I such that i · j = 0,
i j
βi,j❴*4
i j
v) For any i, j ∈ I such that i · j = −1,
i j
βi,j❴*4
i j
• +
i j
•
vi) For any i, j, k ∈ I, and unless i = k and i · j 6= −1,
i j k
γi,j,k❴*4
i j k
vii) For any i, j ∈ I such that i · j = −1,
i j i
γi,j,k❴*4
i j i
+
i j i
.
We then establish the first main result of this paper:
2.3.2 Theorem. The linear (3, 2)-polygraph KLR is a convergent presentation of the linear (2, 2)-
category CKLR.
The 3-cells of the linear (3, 2)-polygraph KLR correspond to an orientation of the relations of CKLR.
As a consequence, it is a presentation of the linear (2, 2)-category CKLR. On the one hand, we show that
KLR is terminating using the derivation method given in [11, Theorem 4.2.1] to prove termination of
3-polygraphs, extended in the linear setting in [8]. On the other hand, we prove that KLR is confluent by
proving confluence of all its critical branchings, using [1, Theorem 4.2.13].
2.3.3. Termination of KLR. Proving termination by derivation consists in the construction of 2-functors
X : CKLR → Ord and Y : (CKLR)op → Ord, where Ord is the category of partially ordered sets and
monotone maps, viewed as a 2-category with one 0-cell, ordered sets as 1-cells and monotone maps as
2-cells and (CKLR)op is the 2-category CKLR in which all sources and targets of 2-cells have been ex-
changed, and a derivation d : CKLR → MX,Y,G(C) with values in the module MX,Y,G on CKLR defined
from X, Y and G an internal abelian group in Ord defined as in [11]. This data is required to satisfy the
following conditions to ensure termination of the linear (3, 2)-polygraph KLR:
i) For any 1-cell a in KLR1, the sets X(a) and Y(a) are non-empty and, for any generating 3-cell α in
KLR3, the inequalities X(s(α)) ≥ X(h) and Y(s(α)) ≥ Y(h) hold for any h in Supp(t(α)).
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ii) The addition in G is strictly monotone in both arguments and every decreasing sequence of non-
negative elements of G is stationary.
iii) For any monomial f in KLRℓ2, we have d(f) ≥ 0 and, for every 3-cell α in KLR3, the strict inequality
d(s(α)) > d(h) holds for any h in Supp(t(α)).
We consider the internal abelian group Z in Ord and we set Y to be the trivial 2-functor. We define
the values of the 2-functor X : KLR∗2 → Ord on generating 2-cells by:
X
( )
(i) = i X
(
•
)
(i) = i+ 1 X
( )
(i, j) = (j + 1, i) ∀i, j ∈ N
for any labels of the strands of the diagrams, and we consider the KLR∗2-module MX,∗,Z. The following
inequalities hold
X
( )
(i, j) = (i + 1, j + 1) ≥max
(
X
(
•
)
(i, j), X
(
•
)
(i, j), X
( )
(i, j)
)
= max
(
(i+ 1, j), (i, j + 1), (i, j)
)
,
X
( • )
= (j + 2, i) ≥ (j+ 2, i) = max
(
X
(
•
)
(i, j), X
( )
(i, j)
)
,
X
( • )
(i, j) = (j + 1, i + 1) ≥ (j + 1, i + 1) = max
(
X
(
•
)
(i, j), X
( )
(i, j)
)
,
X
( )
(i, j, k) = (k+ 2, j + 1, i) ≥ max
(
X
( )
(i, j, k), X
( )
(i, j, k)
)
.
Let us now define the derivation d of KLR∗2 intoMX,∗,Z on the generating 2-cells by
d
( )
(i, j) = i d
( )
(i) = 0 = d
(
•
)
(i).
The following inequalities hold:
d
( )
(i, j) = i+ j+ 1 > 0 = d
( )
(i, j) = max
(
d
(
•
)
, d
(
•
))
(i, j),
d
( )
(i, j, k) = 2i+ j + 1 > 2i + j = max
(
d
( )
, d
( ))
(i, j, k),
d
(
•
)
(i, j) = i > 0 = max
(
d
(
•
)
, d
( ))
(i, j),
d
(
•
)
(i, j) = i > 0 = max
(
d
(
•
)
, d
( ))
(i, j).
so that the 2-functor X and the derivation d satisfy the conditions i), ii) and iii), and thus the lin-
ear (3, 2)-polygraph KLR is terminating.
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2.3.4. Critical branchings of KLR. There are four different forms for the sources of 3-cells, that we
denote as follows:
i j
•
! ldoti,j ,
i j
•
! rdoti,j ,
i j
! dcri,j ,
i j k
! ybgi,j,k .
There are six families of regular critical branchings, which we all prove confluent confluent in Ap-
pendix A. The exhautive list of critical branchings is given below, listing all the pairs of sources of 3-cells
that overlap:
a) Crossings with two dots of the form (ldoti,j, rdoti,j) for any i and j in I.
b) Triple crossings of the form (dcrj,i, dcri,j) for any i, j in I and any value of the bilinear form i · j.
c) Double crossings with dots of the form (ldotj,i, dcri,j) and (rdotj,i , dcri,j) for any i and j in I and any
value of i · j.
d) Double Yang-Baxters of the form (ybgj,k,i , ybgi,j,k) for any i, j and k in I and any values of i · j, j · k
and i · k.
e) Yang-Baxters and crossings of the form (ybgi,j,k, dcrj,i) and (dcrk,j, ybgi,j,k) for any i, j and k in I and
any values of i · j and j · k.
f) Yang Baxter and dots of the form (ldotk,j, ybgi,j,k) ; (rdotk,j , ybgi,j,k) ; (rdoti,k, ybgi,j,k) for any i, j
and k in I and any values of i · j, i · k and j · k.
There also are right-indexed critical branchings of the form
K
i j k
(10)
Following the study of the 3-polygraphs of permutations in [11, Section 5.4], the 2-cells k in normal
form that can be plugged in (10) are identities or simple crossings. If we take into account the additional
dot 2-cell, one can make move using the KLR relations any dot to the bottom of the diagram. For
instance, we have the following rewriting sequence in KLR∗:
• •
•
•
❴*4
•
•
•
•
(±Dlow1 )
❴*4 . . . ❴*4
• •
•
•
(
±
∑
Dlowi
)
where the Dlowi are eventually diagrams with fewer crossings. With this observation, the set of normal
forms we can plug in (10) is given by the following 2-cells:
i)
i
•n for every n ∈ N, which is an identity if n = 0.
ii)
i l
•n for all n ∈ N and for any l in I.
All the right-indexed critical branchings are confluent, and are drawn in Appendix A.
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2.4. Poincare´-Birkhoff-Witt bases
From [1, Proposition 4.2.15], the set of monomials in normal form between two 1-cells i and j form a
basis of the vector space jR(V)i. In [20], Khovanov and Lauda described a linear basis for the vector
space jR(V)i, that we recover here using constructive methods from rewriting. If i and j are in Seq(V)
withm = |V |, it is given by braid diagrams corresponding to a choice of minimal representatives for the
Coxeter presentation of Sm, with an arbitrary number of dots at the bottom of each strand. This choice
of minimal representatives is obtained using the relations (7) and (8).
2.4.1. Rouquier’s PBWproperty. In [29], Rouquier established that these bases are Poincare´-Birkhoff-
Witt (PBW for short) bases. For any n in N, denote by Rn the K-algebra K[x1, . . . , xn] ⊗ (K
(I))⊗n :=
(K(I)[x])⊗n, where K(I) denotes the set of functions f : I → K such that only a finite number of f(i)
for i in I are non-zero. We denote by 1s the idempotent corresponding to the s-th factor of K
(I) and
we put 1V = 1i1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ 1im for i = i1 . . . im ∈ Seq(V). There is a morphism of algebras from Rm
to HV(Q) sending xk1i to xk,i. Let J be a set of finite sequences of elements of {1, . . . ,m − 1} such
that {si1 . . . sir}(i1,...,ir)∈J is a set of minimal length representatives of elements of Sm for its Coxeter
presentation. This choice of minimal representatives in the Coxeter presentation of Sm is here fixed by
the orientation of the relations on three strands.
The algebra HV(Q) is enriched with a graduation with 1i and xk,i in degree 0 and τk,i in degree
1, giving a filtration HV(Q) =
⊕
i∈NFi where Fi is the set of elements in degree i. We denote by
grHV(Q) the graded algebra corresponding to this filtration. The morphism Rm → HV(Q) extends to a
surjective algebra morphism
K(I)[x] ≀ NHm → grHV(Q) (11)
where NHm is the nilHecke algebra of degree m and ≀ stands for the wreath product. In [29, Theorem
3.7], Rouquier named the Poincare´-Birhoff-Witt property the fact that the morphism (11) is an isomor-
phism. He proved that is equivalent to the fact that the set
S = {τi1,si2 ...sir (j)
. . . τir,jx
a1
1,j . . . x
am
m,j}(i1,...,ir)∈J,(a1,...,am)∈Nm,j∈Seq(V)
is a linear basis of the algebra HV(Q).
The multiplication by the xk,i to the right corresponds to adding an arbitrary number of dots at the
bottom of each strand in the diagrams. The products
τi1,si2 ...sir (j)
. . . τir,j
are given in that case by the choices of braid diagrams corresponding to minimal elements in the Coxeter
presentation of Sm for the degree lexicographic order induced by
s1 > s2 > · · · > sm−1.
As a consequence, for this choice the elements of S correspond to a set of normal forms for KLR, proving
the following result:
2.4.2 Corollary. The simply-laced KLR algebra R(V) admit a PBW basis.
3. REWRITING MODULO IN KHOVANOV-LAUDA-ROUQUIER’S
2-CATEGORY
In this section, we define a linear (3, 2)-polygraph presenting Khovanov and Lauda’s linear (2, 2)-
category U(g) and prove that rewriting modulo the isotopy relations using the remaining defining 3-cells
gives a quasi-terminating and confluent modulo linear (3, 2)-polygraph. As a consequence, we com-
pute linear bases for the spaces of 2-cells in U(g) and prove non-degeneracy of Khovanov and Lauda’s
diagrammatic calculus.
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3.1. The 2-categories A(g) and U(g)
In this subsection, we define the linear (2, 2)-categories A(g) and U(g) defined respectively by Khovanov-
Lauda and Rouquier and we recall Brundan’s isomorphism theorem between these two categories.
3.1.1. Rouquier’s Kac-Moody 2-category. Let K be a field and (I, ·, X, Y) be a root datum. The Kac-
Moody 2-category A(g) defined in [29] is the strict additive K-linear 2-category whose
• 0-cells are given by the elements λ in the weight lattice X of the Kac-Moody algebra;
• generating 1-cells are given by Ei1λ : λ→ λ + αi and Fi1λ : λ→ λ − αi;
• generating 2-morphisms are given by xi : Ei1λ → Ei1λ, τi,j : EiEj1λ → EjEi1λ, ηi : 1λ → FiEi1λ
and ε : EiFi1λ → 1λ which are represented respectively by the following diagrams:
•
i
λ
i j
λ
i
λ i
λ
.
These two morphisms are subject to the following relations:
i) The KLR relations for both upward and downward orientations.
ii) Right adjunction relations:
i
λ =
i
λ ,
i
λ =
i
λ , (12)
which imply that Fi1λ+αi is the right dual of Ei1λ.
iii) Some inversion relations: we require the following 2-morphisms to be invertible in A(g):
j
i
λ : EjFi1λ
∼→ FiEj1λ if i 6= j, (13)
j
i
λ ⊕
〈hi,λ〉−1⊕
n=0
i
λ
n• : EiFi1λ
∼→ FiEi1λ ⊕ 1⊕〈hi,λ〉λ if 〈hi, λ〉 ≥ 0, (14)
j
i
λ ⊕
−〈hi ,λ〉−1⊕
n=0
i
λ
n• : EiFi1λ ⊕ 1
⊕−〈hi ,λ〉
λ
∼→ FiEi1λ if 〈hi, λ〉 ≤ 0. (15)
This condition of invertibility in A(g) imposes that we have to defined new generating 2-cells as
the formal inverses of each summand in (13) – (15). Let us denote by Â(g) the linear (2, 2)-category
obtained by forgetting the direct sums operations and the grading on 1-cells inA(g). In order to compute
linear bases of A(g), it is sufficient to compute linear bases in the vector spaces of 2-cells in Â(g).
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3.1.2. Khovanov-Lauda’s 2-category U(g). The 2-category defined by Khovanov and Lauda has the
same objects and 1-morphisms than A(g). There are additional generating 2-morphisms x ′ : Fi1λ →
Fi1λ, τ
′ : FiFj1λ → FjFi1λ, η ′ : 1λ → EiFi1λ and ε ′ : FiEi1λ → 1λ represented diagrammatically by
x ′ = •
i
λ , τ ′ =
j i
λ , η
′ =
i
λ
, ε ′ =
i
λ
. (16)
which satisfy many relations as the KLR relations for both upward and downard orientations and the
local ”sl2” relations which come from Lauda’s categorification of sl2, [23]. We refer to [19, Section 3.1]
to see the whole definition of this 2-category.
3.1.3. Brundan’s isomorphism theorem. In [3, Main Theorem], Brundan defined a 2-functor from
A(g) to U(g) that he proved to be an isomorphism. As these two categories have the same 0-cells and
1-cells, this functor is the identity on 0-cells and 1-cells. On 2-cells, it is the identity on the 4 generating
2-cells of A(g), which are also in U(g). It then remains to define new 2-cells x ′, τ ′, η ′, ε ′ in A(g) that
will be the images of the additionnal generators in U(g) under the inverse functor. We recall here the
definition of these new 2-cells in A(g) and the relations implied by these definitions. First of all, we
define the downward dot and crossing as being the right mates of the upward ones:
x ′ = •
i
λ := •
i
λ , τ
′ =
j i
λ :=
ij
.
In [3], Brundan defined an additional generator for the isomorphism 2-cell:
σ =
j
i
λ :=
i
j
λ . (17)
He then defined a leftward crossing as the ”formal inverse” of this new generator. Using the cyclicity
relations proved by Brundan in [3, Section 5], A(g) is a pivotal linear (2, 2)-category and thus recall
from [6] that the 2-cells in A(g) are represented up by isotopy. It is then natural to set
σ ′ =
j
i
λ =
j
i
λ
: FiEj1λ → EjFi1λ, (18)
Let us now define the new generators from [3]. In what follows, we have to be careful about the sign
of 〈hi, λ〉 because these definitions will slightly differ.
• First, let assume that 〈hi, λ〉 ≥ 0. We define the 2-morphisms σ
′ and η ′ so that
−
j
i
λ
⊕ · · · ⊕
i
λ
:=
(
i
i
λ ⊕ · · · ⊕
i
λ〈hi,λ〉−1•
)−1
, (19)
assuming that σ ′ is just the inverse of σ if 〈hi, λ〉 = 0. We also define
i
λ
:= −
λ
•〈hi,λ〉
.
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• Now, let assume that 〈hi, λ〉 ≤ 0. We define σ
′ and ε ′ so that
−
j
i
λ
⊕ · · · ⊕
i
λ
:=
(
i
i
λ ⊕ · · · ⊕
i
λ
−〈hi,λ〉−1•
)−1
, (20)
assuming again that σ ′ is just the inverse of σ if 〈hi, λ〉 = 0. We set
i
λ
:=
λ
•−〈hi ,λ〉
.
Using these definitions, Brundan also proved that Fi1λ+αi also is the right dual of E11λ, yielding
adjunction relations of the form
i
λ =
i
λ ,
i
λ =
i
λ . (21)
where the 2-cells η ′ and ε ′ are units and counits of this left adjunction Fi1λ+αi ⊢ Ei1λ. As a consequence,
this yields some cyclicity relations:
•
i
λ
=
i
λ
• ,
i
λ
• = •
i
λ
, •
i
λ
=
i
λ
• ,
i
λ
• = •
i
λ
.
3.1.4. Z-grading. Following the definitions of Rouquier and Khovanov-Lauda, we define a Z-grading
on the 2-morphisms in A(g), by setting for all i ∈ I:
deg(xi) = i · i, deg(τi) = −i · j, deg(εi) =
i · i
2
(1− 〈hi, λ〉), deg(ηi) =
i · i
2
(1+ 〈hi, λ〉).
With the previous definitions of x ′i, τ
′
i, η
′
i and ε
′
i , we can prove that
deg(x ′i) = i · i, deg(τ
′
i) = −i · j, deg(ε
′
i) =
i · i
2
(1− 〈hi, λ〉), deg(η
′
i) =
i · i
2
(1+ 〈hi, λ〉).
and that
deg(σi,i) = 0, deg(σ
′
i,i) = 0
for all values of 〈hi, λ〉, so that this grading exactly to the Z-grading in U(g) defined by Khovanov and
Lauda. To compute the degree of a diagrammatic 2-morphism, it suffices to sum up all the degrees of the
generating 2-morphisms that appear in that diagram. For convenience, we also set deg(0) = −∞.
3.1.5. Bubbles. For each λ ∈ P, we can define 2-cells in END(11λ) by putting a cap over a cup when-
ever the directions and labels are compatible. Thus, there is two kinds of bubble morphisms, namely
clockwise bubbles and counter clockwise bubbles, and we can decorate them by placing an arbitrary
number of dots on each:
i
λ•n
i
λ • n .
If we compute the degree of such a bubble, we have:
deg
(
i
λ•n
)
= i · i(1− 〈hi, λ〉 + n) ; deg
(
i
λ • n
)
= i · i(1+ 〈hi, λ〉 + n).
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We impose an additive condition on these bubbles, coming from [23, 19]: that is bubbles with a
negative degree are zero, and that bubbles of degree zero are identities. This corresponds to the following
equalities:
i
λ•n =
{
11λ if n = 〈hi, λ〉 − 1
0 if n < 〈hi, λ〉 − 1
(22)
i
λ • n =
{
11λ if n = −〈hi, λ〉 − 1
0 if n < −〈hi, λ〉 − 1
(23)
As in [23, Section 3.6], we introduce fake bubbles. These bubbles are formal symbols which corre-
spond to bubbles decorated with a negative number of dots. It is explained in [23] that these new symbols
are added in order to have a better interpretation with only diagrams of the relations obtained by lifting
the relations in sl2. They are defined in terms of linear combinations of products of positively dotted
bubbles. Following [3], we set: for r, s < 0:
i
λ•n :=


−
∑
k≥0 i
•−n−k−1
i
λ •k−〈hi ,λ〉 if n > 〈hi, λ〉 − 1,
11λ if n = 〈hi, λ〉 − 1,
0 if n < 〈hi, λ〉 − 1,
i
λ • n :=


−
∑
k≥0 i
•〈hi,λ〉+k
i
λ •−n−k−1 if n > −〈hi, λ〉 − 1,
11λ if n = −〈hi, λ〉 − 1,
0 if n < −〈hi, λ〉 − 1.
The first condition for both orientations corresponds to Lauda’s inductive definition of fake bubbles
coming from the infinite Grassmaniann relation, see [23, Section 3.6.2]. The second two other definitions
impose the same condition that fake bubbles of negative degree are zero, and that fake bubbles of degree
zero are identities. With this definition, Brundan proved that the Infinite Grassmaniann relation hold in
A(g), that is:
3.1.6 Theorem ([3], Theorem 3.2). For t > 0, the following relation hold in A(g):
∑
r,s∈Z
r+s=t−2
i
•r
i
λ • s = 0.
Using the conditions on degrees, we can restrict this relation to the following one:
α∑
k=0 i
•〈hi,λ〉−1+α−l
i λ
•−〈hi,λ〉−1+l = 0 for all α > 0. (24)
3.1.7. The relations in A(g). In this section, we recall some of the important defining relations that
arise from the invertibility condition. In [3], Brundan introduced new generators
(
i
λ
k
♠
)
0≤k≤〈hi,λ〉−1
and

i
λ
k
♣

0≤k≤−〈hi,λ〉−1
as follows:
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• For 〈hi, λ〉 ≥ 0,
i
λ
k
♠ is the (n + 1)-th entry of the inverse vector of the invertible 2-cell when
〈hi, λ〉 ≥ 0, that is:
−
i
i
λ
⊕
〈hi,λ〉−1⊕
n=0
i
λ
n
♠ :=
(
i
i
λ ⊕
〈hi ,λ〉−1⊕
n=0
i
λ
n•
)−1
. (25)
• Similarly,
i
λ
k
♣
is defined for 〈hi, λ〉 ≤ 0 by:
−
j
i
λ
⊕
−〈hi,λ〉−1⊕
n=0
i
λ
n
♣
:=
(
i
i
λ ⊕
−〈hi,λ〉−1⊕
n=0
i
λ
n•
)−1
. (26)
To establish the isomorphism between A(g) and U(g), Brundan proved that the following relation
have to hold in A(g): for all 0 ≤ n ≤ 〈hi, λ〉 − 1,
i
λ
n
♠ =
∑
r≥0
i λ
i
•−n−r−2
•r if 0 ≤ n < 〈hi, λ〉, (27)
i
λ
n
♣
=
∑
r≥0
i
•r
i
λ
•−n−r−2 if 0 ≤ n < −〈hi, λ〉. (28)
As a consequence, we do not have to consider these inverse 2-cells as generators in the presentation,
since we will replace them by their expression in term of the other generators whenever they appear. The
invertibility conditions (13) and (14) can then be expressed diagrammatically by:
λ
i i
=
〈hi,λ〉−1∑
n=0
∑
r≥0
i
λ
i •−n−r−2
• r
i
• n
−
i
i
λ , (29)
λ
i i
=
−〈hi,λ〉−1∑
n=0
∑
r≥0
i
• r
i
λ
•−n−r−2
•n
i
−
i
i
λ . (30)
Besides, some other relations directly follow from this isomorphism:
• For 〈hi, λ〉 > 0 and 0 ≤ n < 〈hi, λ〉, we have
λ
i
= 0,
i
λ
• n
= 0. (31)
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• For 〈hi, λ〉 < 0 and 0 ≤ n < −〈hi, λ〉, we have
λ
i
= 0,
λ
i• n
= 0. (32)
The following relations also hold, and correspond to the ”sl2-relations of Khovanov and Lauda’s
U(g), see [3, Corollary 3.5]:
λ
i
=
〈hi,λ〉∑
n=0
i
•n
i
λ
•−n−1 ,
λ
i
= −
−〈hi ,λ〉∑
n=0
i
•−n−1
i
λ
• n . (33)
3.1.8. Further relations. We prove some further relations that we will use in the last section to prove
that the linear (3, 2)-polygraph presenting A(g) is convergent.
3.1.9 Lemma. The following relations hold in A(g):
λ
i
= −
−〈hi,λ〉∑
n=0
i
• n
i
λ
•−n−1 ,
λ
i
=
〈hi,λ〉∑
n=0
i
•−n−1
i
λ
•n .
Proof. Using the symmetry in A(g) coming from the anti-involution T defined by Brundan in [3, Theo-
rem 2.3], it suffices to prove the first relation. For 〈hi, λ〉 > 0, it follows directly from the relations (31).
For 〈hi, λ〉 = 0, the left handside is equal to −
i
λ
using the definition of εi when 〈hi, λ〉 ≥ 0. The
right handside also reduces to −
i
λ
because the bubble that remains is an identity, using the degree
conditions. Let us prove it for 〈hi, λ〉 < 0. On the one hand, using the relation of invertibility, we have
•
i
i
λ
=
−〈hi ,λ〉−1∑
n=0
∑
r≥0
i
• r
i
λ•−n−r−2
•n+1
i
−
i
•
i
λ =
(22)
−〈hi ,λ〉−1∑
n=0
−〈hi ,λ〉−1∑
r=0
i
• r
i
λ•−n−r−2
•n+1
i
−
i
•
i
λ
=
−〈hi ,λ〉∑
n=1
−〈hi,λ〉−1∑
r=0
i
• r
i
λ•−n−r−1
• n
i
−
i
•
i
λ =
−〈hi,λ〉∑
n=1
−〈hi ,λ〉∑
r=0
i
• r
i
λ•−n−r−1
• n
i
−
i
•
i
λ
The last equality above is due to the fact that
−〈hi ,λ〉∑
n=1
i
•−〈hi,λ〉
i
λ•−n+〈hi ,λ〉−1
• n
i
= 0 since n > 0, using (22).
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On the other hand, we can make the dot go down using the upward KLR relations:
•
i
i
λ
=
•
λ
i
i
−
λ
i
+
i
λ =
(30)
−〈hi,λ〉−1∑
n=0
∑
r≥0
i
•r+1
i
λ•−n−r−2
• n
i
−
i
•
i
λ −
λ
i
+
i
λ
=
(33)
−〈hi,λ〉−1∑
n=0
∑
r≥0
i
•r+1
i
λ•−n−r−2
• n
i
+
−〈hi ,λ〉∑
n=0
i
•−n−1
i
λ
•n
i
+
i
λ −
i
•
i
λ
=
(22)
−〈hi,λ〉−1∑
n=0
−〈hi,λ〉−1∑
r=0
i
•r+1
i
λ•−n−r−2
• n
i
+
−〈hi,λ〉∑
n=0
i
•−n−1
i
λ
•n
i
+
i
λ −
i
•
i
λ
=
(∗)
−〈hi ,λ〉∑
n=0
−〈hi,λ〉−1∑
r=0
i
•r+1
i
λ•−n−r−2
• n
i
+
−〈hi,λ〉∑
n=0
i
•−n−1
i
λ
•n
i
+
i
λ −
i
•
i
λ
=
−〈hi,λ〉∑
n=0
−〈hi ,λ〉∑
r=0
i
• r
i
λ•−n−r−1
• n
i
+
i
λ −
i
•
i
λ ,
where the (∗) equality is due to the fact the term in −〈hi, λ〉 in the first summand is zero by the degree
conditions. Thus, the two expressions obtained have to be equal, and so we must have
−〈hi,λ〉∑
r=0
i
•r
i
λ
•−n−r−1
i
+
i
λ = 0.
Using the bilinearity of the vertical composition in the linear (2, 2)-category A(g),we obtain the result.
3.2. The linear (3, 2)-polygraph KLR
We recall following [3, 19] a presentation of the linear (2, 2)-category Â(g) by a linear (3, 2)-polygraph,
which we will prove quasi-terminating and confluent modulo its subpolygraph of isotopies.
3.2.1 Definition. Let KLR be the linear (3, 2)-polygraph defined by:
i) the elements of KLR0 are the weights λ ∈ X of the Kac-Moody algebra;
ii) the elements of KLR1 are given by
1λ ′Eε1i1 . . . Eεmim1λ
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for any signed sequence of vertices (ε1i1, . . . , εmim) in SSeq :=
∐
V∈N[I]
SSeq(V), and λ,λ ′ in X.
Such a 1-cell has for 0-source λ and 0-target λ ′, and
1λ ′′Eε ′
1
j1 . . . Eεljl1λ ′ ⋆0 1λ ′Eε1i1 . . . Eεmim1λ = 1λ ′′Eε ′1j1 . . . Eεmim1λ
iii) the elements of KLR2 are the following generating 2-cells: for any i in I and λ
′ in X,
•
i
λ
i j
λ •
i
λ
i j
λ
i
λ i
λ
i
λ i
λ
iv) KLR3 consists of the following 3-cells:
1) The 3-cells of the linear (3, 2)-polygraph KLR for both upward and downward orientations
of all strands. For any 3-cell δ in KLR3, we denote by δ
λ,+ (resp. δλ,−) the corresponding
3-cell in KLR with upward (resp. downward) oriented strands and the rightmost region of the
diagram being labelled by λ.
2) The isotopy 3-cells: for any i ∈ I and λ ∈ X
i
λ
i01
⇛
i
λ ,
i
λ
i03
⇛
i
λ ,
i
λ
i04
⇛
i
λ ,
i
λ
i02
⇛
i
λ , (34)
•
i
λ
i12
⇛ •
i
λ , •
i
λ
i11
⇛ •
i
λ , •
i
λ
i13
⇛ •
i
λ , •
i
λ
i14
⇛ •
i
λ , (35)
•
i
λ
i21
⇛
i
λ
• ,
i
λ
•
i23
⇛ •
i
λ
, •
i
λ
i22
⇛
i
λ
• ,
i
λ
•
i24
⇛ •
i
λ
(36)
3) The 3-cells coming from the new generators in A(g): for any i, j ∈ I, λ ∈ X
λ
•−〈hi,λ〉
D−
i,λ
⇛
i
λ
for 〈hi, λ〉 ≤ 0,
λ
•〈hi,λ〉 B+
i,λ
⇛ −
i
λ
for 〈hi, λ〉 ≥ 0 (37)
4) The 3-cells for the degree conditions on bubbles: for every i ∈ I, λ ∈ X
i
λ•n
b1i,λ
⇛
b0,ni,λ
{
11λ if n = 〈hi, λ〉 − 1
0 if n < 〈hi, λ〉 − 1
(38)
i
λ • n
c1i,λ
⇛
c0,n
i,λ
{
11λ if n = −〈hi, λ〉 − 1
0 if n < −〈hi, λ〉 − 1
(39)
5) The Infinite-Grassmannian 3-cells: for any i ∈ I, λ ∈ X and α > 0,
i
λ•〈hi,λ〉−1+α
igα
⇛ −
α∑
l=1
i
•〈hi,λ〉−1+α−l
i λ
•−〈hi,λ〉−1+l
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6) Bubble-slide 3-cells: for any i, j in I and any α ≥ 0,
i
•〈hi ,λ+jX〉−1+α
j
λ
s+i,j,λ,α
⇛


α∑
f=0
(α + 1− f)
i
•α−f
i λ
• 〈hi,λ〉−1+f if i = j,
j
i λ
• 〈hi,λ〉−1+α if i · j = 0,
j
•
i λ
•−〈hi ,λ〉+α−2 + +
j
i λ
• 〈hi,λ〉−1+α if i · j = −1.
and for any i, j in I and any α ≥ 0,
i
•−〈hi,λ+jX〉−1+α
j
λ
s−
i,j,λ,α
⇛


i
• 2
i
λ • −〈hi,λ〉+α−3 − 2
i
•
i
λ • −〈hi ,λ〉+α−2 +
i
i
λ • −〈hi ,λ〉−1+α if i = j,
i
i
λ • −〈hi,λ〉−1+α if i · j = 0.
α∑
f=0
(−1)f
j
• f
i
λ •−〈hi,λ〉−1+α−f if i · j = −1.
so as their reflections r+i,j,λ,α and r
−
i,j,λ,α through a horizontal axis, allowing to make a bubble
go through a downward strand. These reflexions correspond to the images of these relations
via the symmetry ψ˜ defined by Khovanov and Lauda in [19, Section 3.3]. Note that these
relations were originally proved by Khovanov and Lauda in [19, Propositions 3.3 & 3.4], and
are added to this presentation to reach confluence modulo as it will be explained later.
7) The invertibility 3-cells: for any i, j ∈ I and λ ∈ X
λ
i j
Fi,j,λ
⇛
i
j
λ ,
λ
i j
Ei,j,λ
⇛
i
j
λ
λ
i i
Fi,λ
⇛ −
i
i
λ +
〈hi,λ〉−1∑
n=0
∑
r≥0
i
λ
i •−n−r−2
• r
i
•n
,
λ
i i
Ei,λ
⇛ −
i
i
λ +
−〈hi,λ〉−1∑
n=0
∑
r≥0
i
• r
i
λ•−n−r−2
• n
i
.
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8) The 3-cells corresponding to the sl2 relations: for any i ∈ I and λ ∈ X
λ
i
Ci,λ
⇛
〈hi,λ〉∑
n=0
i
•n
i λ•−n−1 ;
λ
i
Ai,λ
⇛ −
−〈hi,λ〉∑
n=0
i
•−n−1
i
λ
•n ;
λ
i
Bi,λ
⇛ −
−〈hi,λ〉∑
n=0
i
•n
i
λ
•−n−1 ;
λ
i Di,λ
⇛
〈hi ,λ〉∑
n=0
i
•−n−1
i
λ
•n .
3.2.2 Remark. The 3-cells defining the new caps and cups generators in 3) are redundant in this presen-
tation since they can be recovered using the sl2 relations of 8), the degree condition relations on bubbles
of 4) and the KLR relations of 1): for instance, we have the following rewriting sequence in KLR: for
〈hi, λ〉 > 0,
λ
•〈hi,λ〉
⇛
λ
•〈hi ,λ〉
⇛
λ
•
〈hi,λ〉
−
∑
a+b=〈hi ,λ〉−1 i
•a
i
λ
•b ⇛ 0−
i
λ
Similarly, one proves that the relations (31) - (32) can be recovered with this presentation, so the
corresponding 3-cells can be removed from the presentation. We still denote by KLR the linear (3, 2)-
polygraph defined as above but with the 3-cells of 3) removed.
Following [19, 3], the 3-cells in KLR are sufficient to recover all the relations in A(g), so that we
have the following result:
3.2.3 Proposition. The linear (3, 2)-polygraph KLR presents the linear (2, 2)-category Â(g).
3.2.4. Convergent splitting of KLR. We define a convergent splitting (E, R) of the linear (3, 2)-
polygraph KLR as follows: the linear (3, 2)-polygraph E has the same 0-cells and 1-cells than KLR, its
generating 2-cells are given by the six following 2-cells
•
i
λ •
i
λ
i
λ i
λ
i
λ i
λ
and the 3-cells of E are the isotopy 3-cells of KLR given in (34) – (36). Note that following [8], the
linear (3, 2)-polygraph E is convergent. The linear (3, 2)-polygraph R is then defined by Ri = KLRi
for 0 ≤ i ≤ 2 and R3 = KLR3\E3. In the sequel, we will consider rewriting with respect to the
linear (3, 2)-polygraph S := ER, and we will prove the following result:
3.2.5 Theorem. The linear (3, 2)-polygraph modulo (R, E, ER) is quasi-terminating and confluent mod-
ulo E.
3.3. Quasi-termination of ER
3.3.1. Quasi-reduced monomials. Recall that Alleaume enlighted in [1] that linear (2, 2)-categories
admitting relations making bubbles go through strands cannot be equiped with a monomial order, and
thus can not be presented by terminating but rather quasi-terminating rewriting system. This is the case
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in this setting because of the bubble slide relations creating rewriting cycles, as for instance:
j
i
•〈hi,λ+jx〉−1 s+
i,j,λ,0❴ *4
j
i
•〈hi,λ〉−1 r
−
i,j,λ−jX,0❴ *4
j
i
•〈hi ,λ+jx〉−1
for any i and j such that i · j = 0, and where the last equality is due to the exchange relation (1) of the
linear (2, 2)-category A(g). Note that there are the same kind of cyclic rewriting sequences in KLR for
different labels i and j, different orientations of bubbles and different number of dots decorating them.
There also are the same kind of relations with caps replaced by cups, these relations are not drawn here.
However, following [1], we say that a monomial in A(g) is quasi-reduced if we can only apply to it
one of the rewriting sequences given above.
3.3.2 Remark. Note that rewriting with respect to the linear (3, 2)-polygraph modulo ER brings addi-
tional loops coming from indexed diagrams of the form
i
λ
...
...
k ,
i
λ
...
...
k . (40)
using the dot move 3-cells i2j for 1 ≤ j ≤ 4, where k is a 2-cell in R
∗
2. Note that when k is a 2-cell built
of a ⋆0 and ⋆1 composite of dots, cups and caps 2-cells, the diagram in (40) is irreducible by R, and thus
by ERE. When k is built with crossings, one checks that there there are cycles of the following form:
λ
•
ij
⇛
λ
•
ij
−δi,j
λ
i
≡E
λ•
ij
−δi,j
λ
i
⇛
λ
•
ij
−δi,j
λ
i
+ δi,j
λ
i
(41)
and from the same diagram closed on its right by a rightward cap and a leftward cup. Similarly, if for
k ≥ 0 we denote by
λ
ij
. . . k
the diagram obtained as the superposition of 2k composable crossings, closed on the left using a cap and
a cup, there are cycles in ER given by:
λ
ij
•
. . . k ⇛
λ
ij
•
. . . k
and similarly for a superposition of 2k upward oriented crossings closed on its right by a rightward cap
and a leftward cup, and for downward oriented crossings. However, one can always exit the cycles of
the form (41) using the 3-cells β+i,j or β
−
i,j when the dot is not inside a double crossing, so that we do not
take these cycles into account when considering quasi-reduced monomials.
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3.3.3. Termination without bubble slide 3-cells. Before proving that ER is quasi-terminating, let us
at first prove the following result stating that, without the bubble slide 3-cells, the linear (3, 2)-polygraph
R given above is terminating.
3.3.4 Lemma. The linear (3, 2)-polygraph R ′ =
(
R0, R1, R2, R3 \{s
+
i,j,λ, s
−
i,j,λ}
)
is terminating.
Proof. We proceed into three steps.
i) At first, let us extend the derivation d defined in 2.3.3 by keeping the same value on crossings
and dots, no matter the orientation of strands, and by setting the value on caps and cups 2-cells as 0.
Using this derivation, we get that d(s2(δ)) > d(t2(δ)) for any 3-cell δ coming from the linear (3, 2)-
polygraph KLR. As a consequence, one gets that if the linear (3, 2)-polygraph R ′′ defined as R ′
minus every KLR 3-cell terminates, then so does R ′. Indeed, otherwise there would exist an infinite
reduction sequence (fn)n∈N in R
′ and thus, an infinite decreasing sequence (d(fn))n∈N of natural
numbers. Moreover, this sequence would be strictly decreasing at each step that is generated by
any KLR 3-cell. Thus, after some natural number p, this sequence would be generated by the other
3-cells only. This would yield an infinite reduction sequence (fn)n≥p in R
′′, which is impossible by
assumption.
ii) Let us prove that R ′′ is terminating in the two remaining steps. First of all, let us consider the
derivation || · ||{τ+i,j ,τ
−
i,j}i,j∈I
into the trivial moduloM∗,∗,Z, counting the number of crossing generators
in a given 2-cell. Then for any 3-cell δ belonging to {Ai,λ, Bi,λ, Ci,λ,Di,λ, Ei,j,λ, Fi,j,λ}, we get that
d(s2(δ)) > d(t2(δ)), and we prove in a same way that if the linear (3, 2)-polygraph R
′′′ defined as
R with only all 3-cells implying bubbles as 3-cells is terminating, then so is R ′.
iii) To prove that R ′′′ is terminating, we consider the derivation d ′ into the trivial moduleM∗,∗,Z defined
for any 2-cell u in KLR2 by
d ′(u) =


#{bubbles in u}+
∑
π clockwise oriented bubble in u
deg(π) if u contains bubbles,
0 if u has no bubbles,
−∞ if u = 0.
One then easily checks that
d ′(s2(b
1
i,λ)) = d
′(s2(b
0,n
i,λ )) = 1+ 2(1 − 〈hi, λ〉 + n) > 0 = max
(
d ′(t2(b
1
i,λ)), d
′(t2(b
0,n
i,λ ))
)
d ′(s2(c
1
i,λ)) = d
′(s2(c
0,n
i,λ )) = 1 > 0 = max
(
d ′(t2(c
1
i,λ)), d
′(t2(c
0,n
i,λ ))
)
d ′(s2(igα)) = d
′
(
λ•〈hi,λ〉−1+α
)
= 1+α i·i > 2+(α−l)i·i = d ′
(
•〈hi,λ〉−1+α−l
λ
•−〈hi,λ〉−1+l
)
since l ≥ 1 and i · i = 2.
3.3.5. Weight functions. Let C a linear (2, 2)-category. Recall from [1] that a weight function on C is a
function τ from C2 to N such that
i) τ(u ⋆i v) = τ(u) + τ(v) for i = 0, 1 for any i-composable 2-cells u and v,
ii) for each 2-cell u in C2,
τ(u) = max{τ(ui) | ui ∈ Supp(u)}
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Note that when C is presented by a linear (3, 2)-polygraph P, such a weight function is uniquely and
entirely determined by its values on the generating 2-cells of P2. This enables to define a quasi-ordering
& on KLRℓ2, that is a transitive and reflexive binary relation & on KLR
ℓ
2 [7], by u & v if τ(u) ≥ τ(v).
We define a weight function on KLRℓ2 by its following values on generating 2-cells:
τ( ) = τ( ) = τ( ) = τ( ) = 0, τ( • ) = τ(
•
) = 0, τ( ) = τ( ) = 3.
Note that for any 3-cell α in E3, we have τ(s2(α)) = τ(t2(α)) so that the isotopy 3-cells preserve this
weight function. Then, starting with a monomial u of KLRℓ2:
- While u can be rewritten with respect to ER into a 2-cell u
′ such that τ(u ′) < τ(u), then assign
u to u ′.
- While u can be rewritten with respect to ER into a 2-cell u
′ without any of the 3-cells depicted in
3.3.1, then assign u to u ′.
From Lemma 3.3.4 and well-foundedness of the quasi-ordering &, this procedure terminates and
returns a linear combination of monomials in KLRℓ2 which are quasi-reduced, proving that ER is quasi-
terminating.
3.4. Confluence modulo
We prove that ER is confluent modulo E by proving that it is decreasing modulo E, following [8, Theorem
2.3.8]. To prove that it is decreasing, we use [8, Proposition 2.4.4], and prove that all critical branchings
of the form (f, g), where f is a positive 3-cell in S∗(1) and g is a positive 3-cell in R∗(1) are decreasingly
confluent for the quasi-normal form labelling ψQNF. Let us provide an exhaustive list of such critical
branchings, and prove that these are all confluent modulo E, and decreasing with respect toψQNF. Let us
at first notice that the branching implying 3-cells bk,ni,λ , b
k,n
i,λ and Iα for k = 0, 1 and α > 0 are trivially
confluent by definition of bubbles with a negative number of dots and the Infinite Grassmanian relation.
Notice also that the bubble slide 3-cells does not overlap with the other 3-cells implying bubbles since
their sources are bubbles with positive degrees by definition. Let us now study the remaining critical
branchings, that we split into two sets: those implying the KLR 3-cells and the remaining branchings
between 3-cells Ai,λ-Fi,λ.
3.4.1. Critical branchings from KLR relations. First of all, we have to consider all the the critical
branchings of the linear (3, 2)-polygraph KLR presenting the KLR algebra for both downward and up-
ward orientation of strands. These are all confluent from 2.3.4 and Appendix A. These 3-cells provide
the following critical branchings of ER modulo E:
(Ai,λ, α
L,+
i,λ ), (Bi,λ, i
2
4 · α
L,+
i,λ ), (Ci,λ, i
2
3, α
R,+
i,λ ), (Di,λ, α
R,+
i,λ ), (Ei,λ, α
L,+
i,λ ), (Fi,λ, α
R,+
i,λ ).
for any value of 〈hi, λ〉, of respective sources
λ• λ• λ•
λ•
i i
λ• λ
i i
•
There are also critical branchings coming from isotopy given by
(βλ,+i,j , (i
0
1 ⋆2 i
0
4)
− · Fi,j,λ), (α
R,+
i,λ , (i
0
1 ⋆2 i
0
4)
−
⋆2 i
2
3 ⋆2 i
2
1 · Fi,j,λ), (γ
λ,+
j,i,j, (i
0
1 ⋆2 i
0
4)
− · Fi,j,λ)
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of respective sources
λ
ij
≡E⊤
λ
ij
, λ
•
ij
≡E⊤
λ
i
•
j
, λ
iji
≡E⊤
λ
ij
i
Similarly, there are critical branchings of the form
(βλ,+i,j , (i
0
1 ⋆2 i
0
4)
− · Ei,j,λ), (α
L,+
i,λ , (i
0
1 ⋆2 i
0
4)
−
⋆2 (i
2
2 ⋆2 i
2
4)
− · Ei,j,λ).
All these branchings are proved confluent modulo E with respect to ER in B.2. Besides, it is clear that
each rewriting step drawn in the confluence diagrams in B.2 make the distance to a quasi-normal form
decrease by 1, proving decreasing confluence of these critical branchings for ψQNF.
3.4.2. Critical branchings between 3-cells A− F. Let us now classify critical branchings between the
3-cells Ai,λ, Bi,λ, Ci,λ. We denote at first that if i, j ∈ I with i 6= j, there are two critical branchings
given by (Ei,j,λ, Fi,j,λ) and (Fi,j,λ, Ei,j,λ) which are trivially confluent. When both strands are labelled by
the same vertex i, the 3-cells Ei,λ and Fi,λ overlap with the sl2 3-cells, and we describe below a way to
list these overlappings, depending on the notion of type of a 2-cell.
3.4.3 Definition. For any 2-cell u in KLR2, we define the type of u as follows:
i) If u has a 1-source (resp. 1-target) E and an identity 1-cell as target (resp. source), that is if u is
represented by a closed diagram at its top (resp. at its bottom), we set the type of D to be
sgn(E)d (resp. sgn(E)u),
where sgn(E) depicts the sequence of signs appearing in E .
ii) If u is a 2-cell in KLR2 between two non-identity 1-cells, then the type of u is given by two
elements sgn(E)d and sgn(F)u
For instance, the following diagrams have respectively for type (+,−)d and (−,+)d, (−,+)u := (−,+)u,d:
λ
i
,
λ
i i
.
Moreover, all the 3-cells named by a letter A have the same type (−,+)u, we thus call it type A. We
do the same thing for the other 3-cells and we recover the different types for our 3-cells in an array:
Type of the 3-cell Type of the diagram
A (−,+)u
B (−,+)d
C (+,−)d
D (+,−)u
E (−,+)d,u
F (+,−)d,u
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There is a critical branching between two such relations if and only if they overlap on an element
λ
or λ . Thus, we can notice that there is a branching only between 3-cells of opposed
type, that is in which we reverse all the signs and we change the orientation. For instance, there is a
branching between A and C whose source is:
λ
i
Following this observation, the pairs of 3-cells that lead to a critical branching are:
(Ci,λ, Ai,λ), (Fi,λ, Ai,λ), (Bi,λ,Di,λ), (Bi,λ, Fi,λ), (Ci,λ, Ei,λ), (Ei,λ,Di,λ), (Ei,λ, Fi,λ), (Fi,λ, Ei,λ)
for any i in I, any λ in X and any possible value of 〈hi, λ〉. We check that all these critical branchings
are confluent modulo E, all the drawings are given in the appendix B.3.
3.5. Categorification of quantum groups
In this section, we prove using rewriting that the generating set that Khovanov and Lauda expected to be
a basis is actually a basis, relating this generating set to a set of quasi-normal forms for the linear (3, 2)-
polygraph ER defined from KLR. As an immediate consequence of the results of [19], we obtain
that the linear (2, 2)-category U(g) is a categorification of the quantum group U˙q(g) associated with a
symmetrizable Kac-Moody algebra g whose Dynkin diagram Γ is a simply-laced graph.
3.5.1. Khovanov-Lauda’s generating set. In [19], Khovanov and Lauda described a general generat-
ing set for the vector space U(g)(Ei1λ, Ej1λ), for any i and j in SSeq(V), and λ in X. To define this
set, consider m points (resp. n points) on the lower (resp. upper) boundary R × {0} (resp. R × {1})
of the planar strip R × [0, 1], withm + n even, and choose an immersion of n+m
2
strands into the strip
R× [0, 1] having these points as endpoints. We say that a strand is a through strand if it links an endpoint
of R × {0} to an endpoint of R × {1}. We fix and orientation and a label for each of this strands, so that
any endpoint inherit a label from the strand he is linked to, and a sign which is + if the strand is upward
oriented when reaching the endpoint, − otherwise. These orientations and labels on the upper (resp. the
lower) endpoints then define signed sequences i and j in SSeq(V). These immersions between i and j are
defined modulo boundary-preserving homotopies, and are called (i, j)-pairings. We will consider mini-
mal (i, j)-pairings, that is such pairings in which strands have no self-intersections and any two strands
intersect at most once.
Any (i, j)-pairing has a minimal diagram, and we denote by p(i, j) a set of fixed minimal (i, j)-
pairing u˜ for any (i, j)-pairing u. Let us also denote by Πλ the set of 2-cells U(g)(1λ, 1λ) containing all
products of clockwise and counterclockwise oriented bubbles with exterior region labelled by λ, having
an arbitrary number of dots on it and such that the degree of each bubble is positive. Following [19],
we consider a set Bi,j,λ consisting of the union, over all u in p(i, j), of diagrams built out of u by fixing
a choice of an interval on each strand, away from the intersections, and placing an arbitrary number of
dots on each of this intervals, and placing any diagram representing a monomial in Πλ to the right of this
new diagram. Khovanov and Lauda proved that this space spans the K-vector space U(g)(Ei1λ, Ej1λ).
3.5.2. Monomials in quasi-normal form. In this section, we will fix a particular set of monomials
in quasi-normal forms for the linear (3, 2)-polygraph ER. Before defining this set, let us expand a few
remarks on reductions of 2-cells using rewriting modulo with respect to ER, allowing to change a diagram
up to isotopy to apply 3-cells of KLR.
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a) Note that a 2-cell u can be reduced into a linear combination of diagrams in which all 2-cells have
positive degree, using the infinite Grassmannian 3-cell and the degree condition 3-cells.
b) A 2-cell u containing bubbles can be reduced into a linear combination of 2-cells u ′ in which all the
bubbles moved to the rightmost region using the bubble slide relations.
c) If a 2-cell u contains a strand that intersect twice with another strand, one can use isotopies and 3-
cells Ei,λ, Fi,λ or β
±
i,j,λ to remove these intersections. As a consequence, two different strands can
intersect at most once.
d) If a 2-cell contains a non through strand that intersect with itself, one can use isotopies and 3-cells
Ai,λ (or Bi,λ, Ci,λ,Di,λ) on the part of the diagram next to the intersection to remove this intersection.
e) If a 2-cell contains a through strand with dots on it, the dots can be moved to the bottom of the strand
using the KLR 3-cells αL,±i,λ .
f) If a 2-cell contains a non through strand with a dot on it, and this strand does not intersect with another
strand, the dot can be placed anywhere. Taking the normal form will respect to E will then make the
dot move to the right.
g) If this non-through strand intersect with another strand, we are in one of the following situations:
or the mirror image of it through the anti-involution T, for any orientation and labels on strands. In
the first case, if the dot is placed on the left of the cup, it can be moved to the right using isotopy and
the 3-cell αL,±i,j,λ. In the second situation, if the dot is placed on the leftmost cup (resp. on the rightmost
cup), it can be reduced with the KLR 3-cell αL,±i,j (or just an identity if the dot is already in the good
position) in
• , (resp. • )
As a consequence, one can choose a set of E-normal forms of quasi-normal forms with respect to
ER containing 2-cells in KLR2 having: all bubbles placed in the rightmost region and all dots placed
to the right of a bubble, a minimal number of crossings and crossings moved as far as possible to the
right using the Yang-Baxter 3-cells γ±i,j,λ, no strands with self-intersection and no double intersections
between two different strands, dots placed on the bottom on every through strand and on the rightmost
part of every non-through strand. This choice of set of quasi-normal forms correspond to a particular set
Bi,j,λ of Khovanov and Lauda. As a consequence of [8, Theorem 2.5.6], we get the following result:
3.5.3 Theorem. The set Bi,j,λ defined above is a linear basis of U(g)(Ei1λ, Ej1λ).
3.5.4. Categorification of quantum groups. In [19], Khovanov and Lauda defined a map γ between
Lusztig’s idempotent and integral form U˙(g) defined in [25] of the quantum group Uq(g) associated
with a symmetrizable Kac-Moody algebra and the Grothendieck group of the (additive) linear (2, 2)-
category U(g). They established that this map is surjective for any Kac-Moody algebra g and any fieldK.
However, the injectivity of γ holds if and only if the graphical calculus they introduce is non-degenerate,
which is equivalent to the fact that the generating set Bi,j,λ is a linear basis of the K-vector space of
2-cells U(g)(Ei1λ, Ej1λ) for any i and j in SSeq(V). From Theorem 3.5.3, this is true for any Kac-
Moody algebra g defined from a simply-laced Cartan datum, namely for any Kac-Moody algebra having
a simply-laced Dynkin Diagram, so we obtain as a corollary the following result:
3.5.5 Corollary. For a Kac-Moody algebra g defined by a simply-laced Cartan datum, the linear (2, 2)-
category U(g) is a categorification of U˙(g).
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A. CRITICAL BRANCHINGS FOR THE LINEAR (3, 2)-POLYGRAPH KLR
In this section, we will draw all the diagram corresponding to the given list of critical branchings for the
linear (3, 2)-polygraph KLR.
A) Crossings with two dots
i j
• •
❁&
❁❁❁❁❁❁
i j
•
•
✂8H✂✂✂ ✂✂✂
❁&
❁❁
❁
❁❁❁
i j
••
i j
•
•
✂8H✂✂✂ ✂✂✂
i i
•
•
−
i i
• ❴*4
i i
•
•
−
i i
•
+
i i
•
▲+
▲▲▲
▲▲▲
▲
▲▲▲
▲▲▲
▲
▲▲▲
▲▲▲
▲
i i
• •
①5D①①①①①
①①①①①
❋)
❋❋
❋❋
❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋ i i
••
i i
•
•
+
i i
• ❴*4
i i
•
•
+
i i
•
−
i i
•
r3Arrrrrrrr
rrrrrrrr
rrrrrrrr
B) Triple crossings
i j
i j
✟;J✟✟✟✟
✟✟✟✟
✟✟✟✟
✻#
✻✻
✻
✻✻
✻
✻✻
✻
i j
i j
•
+
i j
•
❑+
❑❑❑
❑❑❑
❑❑❑
❑❑❑
❑❑❑
❑❑❑
i j
③6E③③③③③③③
③③③③③③③
❉(
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉ i j
• +
i j
•
i j
• +
i j
•
ssssss
ssssss
0
i i
✆:I✆✆✆✆✆
✆✆✆✆✆
✆✆✆✆✆
✾$
✾✾
✾✾
✾✾
✾✾
✾✾
✾✾
0
respectively when i · j = 0, i · j = −1 and i 6= j.
C) Double crossings with dots
i j
•
❴ *4
i j
•
✽$
✽✽
✽✽
✽✽
✽✽ ✽✽
✽✽
i j
•
✝:I✝✝✝✝
✝✝✝✝
✝✝✝✝
❴*4
i j
•
i j
•
❴ *4
i j
•
❊)
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
i j
•
✝:I✝✝✝✝
✝✝✝✝
✝✝✝✝
❴*4
i j
•2
+
i j
• •
i j
•
❴*4
i j
•
✽$
✽✽
✽✽
✽✽
✽✽ ✽✽
✽✽
i j
•
✝:I✝✝✝✝
✝✝✝✝
✝✝✝✝
❴ *4
i j
•
i j
•
❴ *4
i j
•
❊)
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
i j
•
✝:I✝✝✝✝
✝✝✝✝
✝✝✝✝
❴*4
i j
• 2
+
i j
• •
when i 6= j and i · j = 0 or i · j = −1 respectively. When i = j, we have the following situation:
i i
•
❴ *4
❉(
❉❉
❉❉
❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉
0
i i
•
+
i i
❴*4
i i
•
✤JT
i i
•
❴*4
❉(
❉❉
❉❉
❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉
0
i i
•
−
i i
❴*4
i i
•
✤JT
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D) Double Yang-Baxter
The form of this critical branching depends on the labels on the three strands and the value of the bilinear
form · between them.
i) First of all, we consider the case where two consecutive vertices are equal: for instance i = j 6= k.
The other cases would provide the same discussion.
i i k
❴*4
i i k
❴ *4 0
i i k
✡<J✡✡✡✡✡✡
✡✡✡✡✡✡
✡✡✡✡✡✡
✺"
✺✺
✺✺
✺
✺✺
✺✺
✺
✺✺
✺✺
✺
i i k
❴ *4 0
i i k
+
i i k
❴*4
i i k
+
i i k
+
i i k
✤

i i k
 8G          
          
❄'
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
i i k
−
i i k
+
i i k
✤

i i k
❴ *4 0
when i · k = 0 and i · k = −1 respectively.
ii) When three vertices are distinct: we have to distinguish 6 cases according the values of i · j, j · k
and i · k. We focus on the case i · j = i · k = j · k = −1, the other forms are proved confluent
similarly.
i j k
❴ *4
i j k
•
+
i j k
• ❴ *4
i j k
• +
i j k
•• +
i j k
••
✤


i j k
✞;I✞✞✞✞✞✞✞
✞✞✞✞✞✞✞
✞✞✞✞✞✞✞
✼#
✼✼
✼✼
✼
✼✼
✼✼
✼
✼✼
✼✼
✼
i j k
2• +
i j k
•• +
i j k
•• +
i j k
••
i j k
❴ *4
i j k
•
+
i j k
•
❴*4
i j k
• +
i j k
•
❴ *4
i j k
2•
+
i j k
••
+
i j k
•• +
i j k
••
✤JT
iii) Let us consider the case i = k:
i j i
❴*4
i j i
✳
✳✳
✳✳
✳✳
✳✳
✳✳
✳✳
✳✳
✳✳
✳✳
✳✳
✳✳
✳✳
✳✳
✳✳
✳✳
✳✳
✳✳
✳✳
i j i
✡<J✡✡✡✡✡✡
✡✡✡✡✡✡
✡✡✡✡✡✡
✹"
✹✹
✹✹
✹✹
✹✹
✹✹
✹✹
✹✹
✹✹
✹✹
0
i j i
❴*4 0
✑✑✑✑✑✑✑✑✑✑✑✑✑✑✑✑
✑✑✑✑✑✑✑✑✑✑✑✑✑✑✑✑
i j i
❴ *4 0
i j i
⑧7G⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧
⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧
❅'
❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
i j i
+
i j i
❴*4
i j i
•
+
i j i
•
+
i j i
❴*4
i j i
• −
i j i
+ 0+
i j i
✤JT
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when i · j = 0 and i · j = −1 respectively.
E) Yang-Baxter + Crossings
i) We treat at first the case when two consecutive vertices are equal. For instance if i = j or i = k,
we have respectively:
i i k
❴*4
✻#
✻✻
✻
✻✻
✻
✻✻
✻
0
i i k
❴ *4
i i k
❴*4 0
i j j
+
i j j
❴*4
i j j
+
i j j
❘".❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
i j j
⑦7F⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦
⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦
❋)
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋
i j j
•
+
i j j
•
+
i j j
❥o{ ❥❥❥❥
❥❥❥❥
❥❥❥❥
❥❥❥❥
❥❥❥❥
❥❥❥❥
❥❥❥❥
❥❥❥❥
❥❥❥❥
i j j
• +
i j j
•
i j j
• +
i j j
• −
i j j
+
i j j
when i · j = −1.
ii) We check the case where all the vertices are different: one can check that the critical branching
only depends on the value of i · k:
i j k
✼#
✼✼
✼✼
✼
✼✼
✼✼
✼
✼✼
✼✼
✼
i j k
✟;J✟✟✟✟✟
✟✟✟✟✟
✟✟✟✟✟
❀%
❀❀
❀
❀❀
❀
i j k
✄y ✄✄
✄✄✄
✄
i j k
i j k
❴ *4
i j k
❇(
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
i j k
⑤6F⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤
⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤
●)
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●● i j k
•
+
i j k
•
❦p{ ❦❦❦❦
❦❦❦
❦❦❦
❦❦❦
❦
❦❦❦
❦❦❦
❦❦❦
❦❦❦
❦❦
❦❦❦
❦❦❦
❦❦❦❦
❦❦❦
❦
i j k
• +
i j k
•
when i · k = 0 and i · k = −1 respectively.
iii) When the bottom sequence is iji, we focus on the case i · j = −1 and the other case would be
similar:
i j i
❴ *4
i j i
+
i j i
❘".❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘
i j i
⑥7F⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥
⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥
●)
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
i j i
•
+
i j i
•
+
i j i
❥o{ ❥❥❥❥
❥❥❥❥
❥❥❥
❥❥❥❥
❥❥❥❥
❥❥❥
❥❥❥❥
❥❥❥❥
❥❥❥
i j i
• +
i j i
•
i j i
• −
i j i
+
i j i
• +
i j i
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We study the confluence diagrams of all the forms of the branching in the same way.
F) Yang-Baxter with dots
i) When the three vertices are disctinct, the diagrams do not depend on the values of the bilinear
pairing.
i j k
•
✿%
✿✿
✿✿
✿✿
✿✿
✿✿
✿✿
✿✿
✿✿
✿✿
i j k
•
✿%
✿✿
✿✿
✿✿
✿✿
✿✿
✿✿
✿✿
✿✿
✿✿
☎9H☎☎☎☎☎☎
☎☎☎☎☎☎
☎☎☎☎☎☎
i j k
•
i j k
•
✆:I✆✆✆✆✆✆
✆✆✆✆✆✆
✆✆✆✆✆✆
i j k
•
✾$
✾✾
✾✾
✾✾
✾✾
✾✾
✾✾
✾✾
✾✾
✾✾
i j k
•
✾$
✾✾
✾✾
✾✾
✾✾
✾✾
✾✾
✾✾
✾✾
✾✾
✆:I✆✆✆✆✆✆
✆✆✆✆✆✆
✆✆✆✆✆✆
i j k
•
i j k
•
✆:I✆✆✆✆✆✆
✆✆✆✆✆✆
✆✆✆✆✆✆
i j k
•
✿%
✿✿
✿✿
✿✿
✿✿
✿✿
✿✿
✿✿
✿✿
✿✿
i j k
•
✿%
✿✿
✿✿
✿✿
✿✿
✿✿
✿✿
✿✿
✿✿
✿✿
✆:I✆✆✆✆✆✆
✆✆✆✆✆✆
✆✆✆✆✆✆
i j k
•
i j k
•
☎9H☎☎☎☎☎☎
☎☎☎☎☎☎
☎☎☎☎☎☎
ii) When two consecutive vertices are equal, for instance if i = j 6= k, if a dot is placed on the left
strand, then it will go down in the diagram without creating any additive term because there will
be no crossing with two strands with the same label, so that the branching is trivially confluent.
For the other cases, the same process applies. Let us prove the confluence when there is a dot on
the rightmost strand:
i i k
•
❴*4
i i k
•
−
i i k
❑+
❑❑❑
❑❑❑
❑❑
❑❑❑
❑❑❑
❑❑
❑❑❑
❑❑❑
❑❑
i i k
•
☎9H☎☎☎☎☎☎
☎☎☎☎☎☎
☎☎☎☎☎☎
✿%
✿✿
✿✿
✿✿
✿✿
✿✿
✿✿
✿✿
✿✿
✿✿
i i k
•
−
i i k
i i k
•
❴ *4
i i k
• −
i i k
s3Assssssss
ssssssss
ssssssss
One may apply the same process for the case i 6= j = k with a dot placed on the up of the leftmost (or
middle) strand.
iii) When the bottom sequence is iji, the way to make a dot go down is the same no matter where the
dot is placed at the beginning, we only check confluence for a dot placed on the leftmost strand. It
would provide the same diagram for the other cases.
i j i
•
❴ *4
i j i
•
+
i j i
❑+
❑❑❑
❑❑
❑❑❑
❑❑
❑❑❑
❑❑
i j i
• ☎9H☎☎☎☎
☎☎☎☎
☎☎☎☎
✾$
✾✾
✾✾
✾✾
✾✾
✾
✾✾
✾✾
✾✾
✾✾
✾
✾✾
✾✾
✾✾
✾✾
✾
i j i
•
+ i j i
i j i
•
❴*4 i j i
•
+ i j i
s3Asssssssssss
sssssssssss
sssssssssss
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i j i
•
+
i j i
• ❴ *4
i j i
•
+
i j i
•
+
i j i
❚#/❚
❚❚❚❚
❚❚
❚❚❚❚
❚❚❚ ❚❚❚❚
❚❚❚
i j i
•
✇5C✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇
✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇
❋)
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋ i
j i
•
+
i j i
•
+
i j i
•
+
i j i
•
i j i
•
❴*4
i j i
• +
i j i
❥/;❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥
❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥
❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥
when i · j = 0 and i · j = −1 respectively.
G) Indexed critical branchings
Let us prove that the indexed critical branchings of the form (10) given in Section 2.3.4 are confluent, in
the following two cases: plug in (10) is given by the following 2-cells:
i)
i
•n for every n ∈ N,
ii)
i l
•n for all n ∈ N and for any l in I.
For the first case, the instance for n = 0 was already checked in the Double Yang-Baxter family of
critical branchings. Let us prove the confluence of this indexed critical branchings in the particular case
when i = k and i · j = −1. This is the ”most complicated” case in the sense that it is the one that creates
the most additive terms.
Let us denote by αL,ni,j and α
R,n
i,j the 3-cells
αL,ni,j = α
L
i,j ⋆2 α
L
i,j · · · ⋆2 α
L
i,j︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times
(resp. αR,ni,j = α
R
i,j ⋆2 α
R
i,j · · · ⋆2 α
R
i,j︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times
)
depicted by
i j
•n αL,ni,j ❴*4
i j
•n ,
i i
•n αL,ni,i ❴ *4
i i
•n +
∑
a+b=n−1 i i
•a •b ,
i j
•n αR,ni,j ❴*4
i j
•n ,
i i
•n αR,ni,i❴ *4
i i
•n −
∑
a+b=n−1 i i
•a •b .
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Thus, we have:
i j i
•n
−
∑
a+b=n−1 i j i
•b
•a
❴ *4
i j i
•n
−
∑
a+b=n−1 i j i
•a+1 •b
−
∑
a+b=n−1 i j i
•a • •b +
i j i
•n
i j i
•n −
∑
a+b=n−1
i j i
•b•a
✤JT
i j i
•n
−
∑
a+b=n−1 i j i
•a •b+1 −
∑
a+b=n−1
i j i
•a • •b
+
i j i
•n
i j i
•n
✉4B✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉
✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉
✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉
❏*
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
i j i
•n
+
i j i
•n
✤

i j i
•n −
∑
a+b=n−1 i j i
•b•a
+
i j i
•n
✤JT
i j i
•n
+
i j i
•n
❴ *4
i j i
•n −
∑
a+b=n−1 i j i
•b•a +
i j i
•n
✤JT
For the second indexation, one remarks that the fourth vertex of the sequences does not matter in the
reductions. We consider the case where the bottom sequence is ijik with i · j = 0. Let us at first consider
this indexation for n = 0:
i j i k
❴ *4
i j i k
❴ *4
i j i k
✽$
✽✽
✽✽
✽✽
✽✽
✽✽
✽✽
✽
✽✽
✽✽
✽✽
✽✽
✽✽
✽✽
✽
✽✽
✽✽
✽✽
✽✽
✽✽
✽✽
✽
i j i k
✝:I✝✝✝✝✝✝✝✝✝✝✝✝✝
✝✝✝✝✝✝✝✝✝✝✝✝✝
✝✝✝✝✝✝✝✝✝✝✝✝✝
✼#
✼✼
✼✼
✼✼
✼✼
✼✼
✼✼
✼✼
✼✼
✼✼
✼✼
✼✼
✼✼
✼✼
✼✼
✼✼
✼✼
✼✼
✼✼
i j i k
i j i k
❴ *4
i j i k
❴ *4
i j i k
✞;I✞✞✞✞✞✞✞✞✞✞✞✞
✞✞✞✞✞✞✞✞✞✞✞✞
✞✞✞✞✞✞✞✞✞✞✞✞
(42)
This diagram was given in [11] for the indexation of in the double Yang-Baxter diagram. When
i · j = −1, it is the same branching except that it creates an extra term
i j i k
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in both reducing paths. For n > 0, the bottom line of (42) defines a 3-cell
γijik :
i j i k
⇛
i j i k
.
As we started reducing only the bottom part on the diagram, we can apply the same reductions on the
diagram
i j i k
•n
since the dot 2-cell never appears in the source of any reduction. This enables us to define, for any
n ∈ N, a 3-cell
γn :
i j i k
•n ⇛
i j i k
•n
+
i j i k
•n
Then we have:
i j i k
•n
♥q~ ♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥
♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥
♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥
γn
❖ ,❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖
i j i k
•
n −
∑
a+b=n−1 i j i k
•b
•a
✤

i j i k
•n
+
i j i k
•n
✤

i j i k
•n
−
∑
a+b=n−1 i j i k
•b•a
✤


i j i k
•n
+
i j i k
•n
✤

i j i k
•n
−
∑
a+b=n−1 i j i k
•b
•a • −
∑
a+b=n−1 i j i k
•b
•a+1
γ0
✤

i j i k
•n +
i j i k
•n
−
∑
a+b=n−1 i j i k
•b•a
✤

i j i k
•n +
i j i k
•n
−
∑
a+b=n−1 i j i k
•b
•a
✤

i j i k
•n +
i j i k
•n
i j i k
•n +
i j i k
•n
−
∑
a+b=n−1 i j i k
•b
•a • −
∑
a+b=n−1 i j i k
•b
•a+1 −
∑
a+b=n−1 i j i k
•b
•a • −
∑
a+b=n−1 i j i k
•b+1
•a
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B. CRITICAL BRANCHINGS MODULO OF THE LINEAR (3, 2)-POLYGRAPH
MODULO
B.1. Further 3-cells in KLR
In this subsection, we define some additional 3-cells inKLR3, which we will use to prove the confluence
modulo of the linear (3, 2)-polygraph modulo ER. First of all, using the degree conditions on bubbles on
the terms
∑
r≥0
i
• r
i
λ•n−r−2
• n
i
; (resp.
∑
r≥0
i
λ
i • n−r−2
• r
i
•n
),
when r > −〈hi, λ〉−1 (resp. r ≤ 〈hi, λ〉−1), then n−r−2 < −〈hi, λ〉−1 (resp. n−r−2 < 〈hi, λ〉−1
and then the bubble reduces to 0. We then denote by b ′i,λ and c
′
i,λ the following 3-cells in KLR obtained
by application of the 3-cells b0i,λ and c
0
i,λ:
∑
r≥0
i
• r
i
λ•n−r−2
• n
i
b ′i,λ
⇛
−〈hi ,λ〉−1∑
r=0
i
• r
i
λ•n−r−2
• n
i
;
∑
r≥0
i
λ
i • n−r−2
• r
i
•n
c ′i,λ
⇛
〈hi,λ〉−1∑
r=0
i
λ
i • n−r−2
• r
i
•n
We also define the 3-cell A ′i,λ for 〈hi, λ〉 ≥ 0 having as 2-source
λ
•ni
and as 2-target either 0 if n < 〈hi, λ〉 or −
i
λ
if n = 〈hi, λ〉 as the following composite of rewriting
steps in ER:
λ
•n
(i23)
−·αR,+
i,λ❴*4 λ
•
n
−
∑
a+b=n−1
i
•b
i
λ
•a (i
2
1)
−·Ai,λ❴ *4 0−
∑
a+b=n−1
i
•b
i
λ
•a bi,λ ❴*4 −δn,〈hi,λ〉
i
λ
where:
• the 3-cell (i23)
− · αR,+i,λ is the rewriting step of ER given by
λ
•n
=
λ
• n
∼
λ
•
n αR,+
i,λ
⇛
λ
•
n
−
∑
a+b=n−1
i
•b
i
λ
•a
• the 3-cell bi,λ is defined by successive applications of the cells b
0,b
i,λ since i
λ•b reduces to 0
unless n = 〈hi, λ〉 and a = 0,b = 〈hi, λ〉 − 1, and in that case
i
λ •〈hi,λ〉−1 reduces to 11λ by
b
1,〈hi,λ〉−1
i,λ .
We define in a similar fashion 3-cells
i
λ
• n B ′i,λ
⇛

 − i
λ
if n = 〈hi, λ〉
0 if n < 〈hi, λ〉
;
λ
i
•
n
C ′i,λ
⇛

 i
λ
if n = −〈hi, λ〉
0 if n < −〈hi, λ〉
;
λ
i• n
D ′i,λ
⇛


i
λ
if n = −〈hi, λ〉
0 if n < −〈hi, λ〉
for 〈hi, λ〉 ≥ 0 for B
′
i,λ and hil ≤ 0 for C
′
i,λ and D
′
i,λ.
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B.2. Branchings from KLR relations
Critical branchings (Ai,λ, α
L,+
i,λ ). For any i in I and λ in X the weight lattice, and for any value of
〈hi, λ〉, the critical branchings (Ai,λ, α
L,+
i,λ ) are confluent modulo E as follows:
λ• Ai,λ ❴ *4
=
✤


−
−〈hi,λ〉∑
n=0
i
•−n−1
i
λ
• n+1
(i21)
−
✤


λ•
αL,+
i,λ
❴*4 λ
•
+
i
i
λ
i22⋆2(i
2
3)
−·αR,+
i,λ
❴ *4 λ
• (i21)
−·Ai,λ
❴*4 −
−〈hi,λ〉∑
n=0
i
•−n−1
i
λ
•n•
Critical branchings (Bi,λ, i
2
4 · α
L,+
i,λ ).
λ• Bi,λ ❴*4
=
✤

−
−〈hi ,λ〉∑
n=0
i
• n•
i
λ
•−n−1
i24
✤

λ• i
2
4·α
L,+
i,λ ❴*4 λ
•
+
i
i
λ
i22⋆2(i
2
3)
−·αR,+i,λ
❴ *4 λ
•
Bi,λ
❴ *4 −
−〈hi,λ〉∑
n=0
i
•n+1
i
λ
•−n−1
Critical branchings (i23 · Ci,λ, α
R,+
i,λ ).
λ• i
2
3·Ci,λ ❴ *4
=
✤

〈hi,λ〉∑
n=0
i
n+1•
i
λ
•−n−1
(i23)
−
✤


λ• α
R,+
i,λ ❴*4 λ
•
−
i
i
λ
(i21)
−
⋆2i
2
4·α
L,+
i,λ
❴ *4 λ
• Ci,λ
❴ *4
〈hi,λ〉∑
n=0
i
• n•
i
λ
•−n−1
Critical branchings (Di,λ, α
R,+
i,λ ).
λ• Di,λ ❴*4
=
✤


〈hi ,λ〉∑
n=0
i
•−n−1
i
λ
•n+1
(i22)
−
✤


λ• α
R,+
i,λ ❴ *4 λ
•
−
i
i
λ
(i21)
−
⋆2i
2
4·α
L,+
i,λ
❴ *4 λ
• Di,λ
❴*4
〈hi ,λ〉∑
n=0
i
•−n−1
i
λ
• •n
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Critical branchings (Ei,λ, α
L,+
i,λ ) and (Fi,λ, α
R,+
i,λ ). Let us prove that for any i in I and λ in X, and for
any value of 〈hi, λ〉, the critical branching (Ei,λ, α
L,+
i,λ ) is confluent modulo E. The proof of confluence
modulo of this branching follows the proof scheme of Lemma 3.1.9, and we prove the confluence of the
critical branching (Fi,λ, α
L,+
i,λ ) similarly. Let us denote by αi the following composition of 3-cells of ER:
•
i
i
λ α
L,+
i,λ ❴ *4
•
λ
i
i
+
i
λ
αR,+
i,λ ❴*4
•
λ
i
i
−
i
λ
+
λ
i
i) For 〈hi, λ〉 > 0,
•
i
i
λ Ei,λ ❴*4
=
✤

−
i
•
i
λ
=
✤


•
i
i
λ
αi
❴ *4
•
λ
i
i
−
i
λ
+
λ
i
Ei,λ−Ai,λ+Bi,λ
❴*4 −
i
•
i
λ
using that for 〈hi, λ〉 > 0, Ai,λ and Bi,λ admit 0 as 2-target, and where the 3-cell Ei,λ −Ai,λ + Bi,λ
is actually a composite of three rewriting steps of ER.
ii) For 〈hi, λ〉 = 0, the 2-cells
i
λ and
λ
i
both rewrites with respect to ER into
−
i
i
λ•−1
i
so that the 2-target of the 3-cell Ei,λ −Ai,λ + Bi,λ is unchanged, which proves the confluence of the
branching.
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iii) For 〈hi, λ〉 < 0,
•
i
i
λ Ei,λ❴ *4
=
✤

−
i
• λ +
−〈hi,λ〉−1∑
n=0
∑
r≥0
i
• r
i
λ•−n−r−2
•n+1
i
b ′i,λ❴ *4 −
i
• λ +
−〈hi ,λ〉−1∑
n=0
−〈hi,λ〉∑
r=0
i
• r
i
λ•−n−r−2
•n+1
i
=
✤

•
i
i
λ
αi
❴ *4
•
λ
i
i
−
i
λ
+
λ
i
γ
❴*4 −
i
•
i
λ +
−〈hi,λ〉∑
n=1
−〈hi ,λ〉∑
r=0
i
• r
i
λ•−n−r−1
• n
i
where the 3-cell γ is defined as the following composite of 3-cells of ( ER)
ℓ
3:
•
λ
i
i
−
i
λ
+
λ
i Ei,λ−Ai,λ+Bi,λ
⇛
−〈hi ,λ〉−1∑
n=0
∑
r≥0
i
•r+1
i
λ•−n−r−2
• n
i
−
−〈hi,λ〉∑
n=0
i
•−n−1
i
λ
•n
i
+
−〈hi,λ〉∑
n=0
i
•−n−1
i
λ
•n
i
b ′i,λ
⇛
−〈hi ,λ〉−1∑
n=0
−〈hi ,λ〉−1∑
r=0
i
•r+1
i
λ•−n−r−2
• n
i
−
−〈hi ,λ〉∑
n=0
i
•−n−1
i
λ
•n
i
+
−〈hi,λ〉∑
n=0
i
•−n−1
i
λ
•n
i
=
−〈hi ,λ〉−1∑
n=0
−〈hi ,λ〉−1∑
r=−1
i
•r+1
i
λ•−n−r−2
• n
i
−
−〈hi ,λ〉∑
n=0
i
•−n−1
i
λ
•n
i
+
i
•〈hi,λ〉−1
i
λ
•〈hi,λ〉
=
−〈hi ,λ〉∑
n=1
−〈hi,λ〉∑
r=0
i
• r
i
λ•−n−r−1
• n
i
where the equalities are obtained from the linear structure using reindexations of sums.
Critical branchings (βλ,+i,j , (i
0
1 ⋆2 i
0
4)
− · Fi,j,λ).
i) First of all, let us consider the case where i = j, and thus the source of this branching rewrites to 0
using βi,λ+ . The other side of this critical branching is given by the following scheme of rewritings
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with respect to ER:
λ
ii
Fi,λ
⇛ −
i
λ
i
+
〈hi,λ〉−1∑
n=0
∑
r≥0
i
•n
i
λ•−n−r−2
• r
i
b ′i,λ
⇛ −
i
λ
i
+
〈hi,λ〉−1∑
n=0
〈hi ,λ〉−1∑
r=0
i
•n
i
λ•−n−r−2
• r
i
≡E −
i
λ
i
+
〈hi,λ〉−1∑
n=0
〈hi,λ〉−1∑
r=0
i
•−n−r−2
i
•
λ
n+r
Each summand in the above sum rewrites using the bubble slide 3-cells as follows:
i
•−n−r−2
i
•
λ
n+r
s−
i,λ
⇛
i
•n+r+2
i
λ •−n−r−2 − 2
i
•n+r+1
i
λ •−n−r−1 +
1
•n+r
i
λ •−n−r
and we easily check that the above sums are telescopic, so that it remains the 2-cell
〈hi,λ〉−1∑
r=0

i
• r
i
λ •−r −
i
• r+1
i
λ •−r−1 +
i
•〈hi,λ〉+r+1
i
λ •−〈hi ,λ〉−r−1 −
i
• 〈hi ,λ〉+r
i
λ • −〈hi ,λ〉−r

After simplification, it only remains
i
λ
i
and thus the starting diagram reduces to 0, and this critical branching is confluent modulo E.
ii) Now, let us consider the case where i 6= j and i · j = 0. Let us at first notice that in that case, we
have the following rewriting step given by a bubble slide 3-cell:
i j
λ =
i
•−<hi,λ+jx>−1+α
j
λ
s−i,λ
⇛
j
λ
i
where α =< hi, λ + jx > +1. Hence, the decreasing confluence of this critical branching is given
by the following diagram:
λ
ji
β+i,j,λ ❴*4
✤

i
j
λ
s−
i,λ ❴ *4
j
λ
i
=
✤


λ
ji
Fi,j,λ
❴ *4
j
λ
i
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iii) Let us now consider the last case where i 6= j and i · j = −1. In that case, we have the following
rewriting step in ER:
λ
ji
β+
i,j,λ
⇛
i
•
j
λ +
i j
λ•
Using the bubble slide 3-cells, the first summand (resp. the second summand) rewrites into
〈hi,λ〉+1∑
f=0
(−1)f
j
• f
i
λ •−f
 resp. 〈hi,λ〉+1∑
f=0
(−1)f
j
• f+1
i
λ •−f−1

so that the sum is equal to
j
λ
i
,
and this critical branching is confluent modulo E.
Critical branchings (αR,+i,λ , (i
0
1 ⋆2 i
0
4)
−
⋆2 i
2
3 ⋆2 i
2
1 · Fi,j,λ). When i 6= j and i · j = 0:
λ
•
ij
i01⋆2i
0
4 ✤


γr,+ ❴*4
•
ij
λ
αR,+
i,j ❴ *4 •
j i
λ
s−
i,j,λ,−〈hi,λ+jx〉+2❴ *4
i
•
j
λ
=
✤

i
•
j
Fi,λ
❴ *4
i
•
j
When i · j = −1, we have
λ
•
ij
i01⋆2i
0
4 ✤


γr,+ ❴*4
•
ij
λ
αR,+
i,j ❴ *4 •
j i
λ• + •2
j i
λ
i
•
j
Fi,λ
❴ *4
i
•
j
Using the bubble slide 3-cells s−
i,j,λ,〈hi ,λ〉+1
and s−
i,j,λ,〈hi ,λ〉+12
respectively, we get that
•
j i
λ• ⇛
〈hi ,λ〉+1∑
f=0
(−1)f
j
• f+1
i
λ •−f and •2
j i
λ ⇛
〈hi,λ〉+2∑
f=0
(−1)f
j
• f
i
λ •1−f
and one then proves the confluence of this critical branchings modulo using reindexations of the sums.
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In the case i = j, we get the following situation:
•
ii
i01⋆2i
0
4
✤

γr,+ ❴*4
•
ii
−
i
β+i −(i
0
1)
−·Ci,λ ❴*4
〈hi ,λ〉∑
n=0
i
•n
i λ•−n−1 ≡E
〈hi,λ〉∑
n=0
i
•−n−1
i
•
λ
n
•
Fi,λ
❴*4 − • +
〈hi,λ〉−1∑
n=0
〈hi,λ〉−1∑
r=0
λ
i•−n−r−2
i
•n+r+1
Because of the degree conditions on bubbles 3-cells, the last summand in the last term of the bottom
line of this critical branching modulo is equal to 0 whenever n + r > 〈hi, λ〉 − 1. As a consequence, it
reduces to
〈hi,λ〉−1∑
n+r=0
i
•−n−r−2
i
•
λ
n+r+1
and one then proves the confluence modulo of this branchings using a reindexation of this sum and the
bubble slide 3-cells as in the previous proof of confluence of critical branching.
Critical branchings (γλ,+j,i,j, (i
0
1 ⋆2 i
0
4)
− · Fi,j,λ).
λ
iji
(i01)
−
⋆2(i
0
4)
−
✤


β+❴*4
λ
ii j
+ δi·j=−1
i j i
λ ≡E
λ
ji i
+ δi·j=−1
i j i
λ
i
Fi,λ
❴*4
i j
(i01)
−·Ci,λ
❴ *4
〈hi,λ〉∑
n=0
i j
•n
j λ
•−n−1
Using the 3-cell Ci,λ, the term in the top line reduces to
〈hi ,λ〉∑
n=0 λ
•−n−1j
•n
i j
≡E
〈hi,λ〉∑
n=0 λ
•−n−1j
i j
•n
αL,n,+
i,j
⇛
〈hi,λ〉∑
n=0 λ
•−n−1j
i j
•n
(43)
When i · j = 0, this rewrites using β+i,j to
〈hi,λ〉∑
n=0
λ
•−n−1j
i j
•n
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so that this branching is confluent modulo E. In the case i · j = 1, this rewrites to
〈hi,λ〉∑
n=0
λ
•−n−1j
i j
•• n
+
〈hi,λ〉∑
n=0
λ
•−n−1j
i j
•n+1
.
Then note that
〈hi ,λ〉∑
n=0
λ
•−n−1j
i j
•n+1
+
i j i
λ =
〈hi,λ〉−1∑
n=0
λ
•−nj
i j
• n
so that the top line of this branching rewrites to
〈hi,λ〉∑
n=0
λ
•−n−1j
i j
•• n
+
〈hi,λ〉−1∑
n=0
λ
•−nj
i j
• n
and we check the confluence modulo of this branching using the bubble slide 3-cells, the dots on the
leftmost strand being cancelled by the 3-cells s−i,j,λ,α for i · j = −1.
B.3. Branchings between isomorphism and sl2 relations
Critical branchings between types A and C. We prove that for any i ∈ I and λ ∈ X, and for any value
of 〈hi, λ〉, the critical branchings (Ai,λ, Ci,λ) are confluent modulo E.
i) For 〈hi, λ〉 < 0,
λ
i
Ci,λ ❴ *4
=
✤


0
=
✤

λi
Ai,λ
❴*4 −
−〈hi,λ〉∑
n=0
i
λ
•n
i
•−n−1 b0,ni,λ
❴*4
i
λ
• −〈hi,λ〉
i
•〈hi,λ〉−1
+
i
λ
• 〈hi,λ〉
i
•−〈hi,λ〉−1
❴ *4
i
λ •−〈hi,λ〉 +
i
λ •〈hi,λ〉
I1
❴ *4 0
ii) For 〈hi, λ〉 = 0,
λ
i
Ci,λ ❴*4
=
✤

i
λ
•−1
i
c
1,−〈hi,λ〉−1
i,λ ❴*4
i
λ
I1 ❴*4 −
i
λ
=
✤


λ
i
Ai,λ
❴*4 −
i
λ
i
•−1 b1,〈hi,λ〉−1i,λ
❴*4 −
i
λ
iii) For 〈hi, λ〉 > 0, the computation is similar to the case 〈hi, λ〉 < 0, except that the source 2-cell
reduces to 0 by Ai,λ instead of Ci,λ.
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Critical branchings between types A and F.
i) For 〈hi, λ〉 < 0,
i
λ Fi,λ ❴ *4
=
✤


−
i
λ
=
✤


i
λ
Ai,λ
❴ *4 −
−〈hi,λ〉∑
n=0
λ
• n
i
λ
•−n−1
(i21)
−
⋆2i
2
4·D
′
i,λ
❴*4 −
i
•−〈hi ,λ〉−1
i
λ
c1i,λ
❴ *4 −
i
λ
whereD ′i,λ is a composite ofn positive 3-cells of ( ER)
ℓ
3, which represents the sumD
′
i,λ,1+. . . D
′
i,λ,−〈hi ,λ〉
,
where the 3-cell D ′i,λ,k is defined for any 1 ≤ k ≤ −〈hi, λ〉 in Appendix B.1.
ii) For 〈hi, λ〉 = 0,
i
λ Fi,λ ❴*4
=
✤

−
i
λ
=
✤

i
λ
Ai,λ
❴ *4 −
λ
i
λ
•−1
b1i,λ
❴ *4 −
λ
i
Di,λ
❴*4 −
i
•−1
i
λ
c1i,λ
❴*4 −
i
λ
iii) For 〈hi, λ〉 > 0,
i
λ
=
✤


Fi,λ❴*4 −
i
λ
+
〈hi,λ〉−1∑
n=0
∑
r≥0
i
λ
i •−n−r−2
• r
i
•n
b0,ni,λ ❴ *4 −
i
λ
+
∑
r≥0
i
λ
i •−〈hi ,λ〉−r−1
• r
i
•〈hi,λ〉−1
=
✤


i
λ Ai,λ ❴*4 0 −
i
λ
+
∑
r≥0
i
•−〈hi,λ〉−r−1
i
λ
•r
ci,λ
❴jt −
i
λ
+
∑
r≥0
i
λ
i •−〈hi ,λ〉−r−1
• r
i
•〈hi,λ〉−1
b1i,λ
❴jt
where the cell ci,λ is defined as the composite of rewriting steps of ER given by c
1,−〈hi ,λ〉−1
i,λ +
c
0,−〈hi ,λ〉−2
i,λ + . . . , using degree condition 3-cells on bubbles to prove that the only term remaining
is for r = 0, and is
i
λ
.
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Critical branchings between types B andD.
i) For 〈hi, λ〉 < 0,
λ
i
Bi,λ❴*4
=
✤

−
−〈hi,λ〉∑
n=0
i
λ
•−n−1
i
•n
c0,ni,λ❴ *4
i
λ
•〈hi,λ〉−1
i
• −〈hi ,λ〉
+
i
λ
• 〈hi,λ〉
i
•−〈hi ,λ〉−1
b1i,λ+c
1
i,λ❴ *4
i
λ •−〈hi,λ〉 +
i
λ •〈hi,λ〉 I1 ❴*4 0
=
✤
λ
i
Di,λ
❴*4 0
ii) For 〈hi, λ〉 = 0,
λ
i
Bi,λ❴ *4
=
✤

−
i
λ
•−1
i
b1i,λ ❴ *4 −
i
λ •
=
✤


λ
i
Di,λ
❴*4
i
λ
•−1
i
c1i,λ
❴ *4
i
λ•
I1
❴*4 −
i
λ •
iii) For 〈hi, λ〉 > 0,
λ
i
Bi,λ ❴ *4
=
✤

0
=
✤

λ
i
Ci,λ
❴*4
〈hi,λ〉∑
n=0
i
λ
•−n−1
i
•n b0,ni,λ
❴ *4
i
λ
•−〈hi,λ〉−1
i
• 〈hi,λ〉
+
i
λ
• −〈hi ,λ〉
i
•〈hi,λ〉−1c
1
i,λ+b
1
i,λ
❴ *4
i
λ •〈hi,λ〉 +
i
λ •−〈hi,λ〉
I1
❴ *4 0
Critical branchings between types B and F.
i) For 〈hi, λ〉 < 0,
i
λ Bi,λ ❴ *4
=
✤


−
−〈hi,λ〉∑
n=0
i
•−n−1
λ
•n
B ′i,λ ❴ *4
i
i
λ
•−〈hi,λ〉−1 b
1
i,λ ❴ *4 −
i
λ
=
✤


i
λ
Fi,λ
❴ *4 −
i
λ
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where B ′i,λ is the positive 3-cell of ( ER)
ℓ
3 corresponding to B
′
i,λ,0 + · · · + B
′
i,λ,−〈hi ,λ〉
where each
3-cell B ′i,λ,k for 0 ≤ k ≤ −〈hi, λ〉 is defined in Appendix B.1.
ii) For 〈hi, λ〉 = 0,
i
λ Bi,λ ❴*4
=
✤


−
i
•−1
λ
b1i,λ ❴*4 −
λ
i
Ci,λ ❴ *4 −
i
i
λ
•−1 c
1
i,λ ❴ *4 −
i
λ
=
✤

i
λ
Fi,λ
❴ *4 −
i
λ
iii) For 〈hi, λ〉 > 0,
i
λ Bi,λ ❴ *4
=
✤

0 −
i
λ
+
〈hi,λ〉−1∑
n=0
i
•n
i
λ
•−n−〈hi,λ〉−1bi,λ❴jt
〈hi ,λ〉−1∑
n=0
〈hi,λ〉−1∑
r=0
i
λ
i •−n−r−2
• r
i
•n
=
✤

b0,ri,λ❴jt
i
λ
Fi,λ
❴ *4 −
i
λ
+
〈hi ,λ〉−1∑
n=0
∑
r≥0
i
λ
i •−n−r−2
• r
i
•n
b ′i,λ
❴ *4
〈hi ,λ〉−1∑
n=0
〈hi,λ〉−1∑
r=0
i
λ
i •−n−r−2
• r
i
•n
where bi,λ is the 3-cell of ( ER)
ℓ
3 reducing each bubble by b
0,−n−〈hi ,λ〉−1
i,λ into 0 when n 6= 0 and by
b1i,λ into 11λ when n = 0.
Critical branchings between types E andD.
i) For 〈hi, λ〉 < 0,
λ
i
Ei,λ❴ *4
=
✤


−
i
λ
+
−〈hi ,λ〉−1∑
n=0
∑
r≥0
i
• r
i
λ •−n−r−2
• n
i
b ′i,λ ❴*4 −
i
λ
+
−〈hi ,λ〉−1∑
n=0
−〈hi ,λ〉−1∑
r=0
i
• r
i
λ •−n−r−2
• n
i
=
✤


λ
i
Di,λ
❴ *4 0 −
i
λ
+
−〈hi ,λ〉−1∑
n=0
i
•−〈hi ,λ〉−n−1
i
λ
•n
bi,λ
❴jt −
i
λ
+
−〈hi ,λ〉−1∑
n=0
−〈hi ,λ〉−1∑
r=0
i
• r
i
λ •−n−r−2
• n
i
c0,ni,λ
❴jt
where bi,λ is the 3-cell of ( ER)
ℓ
3 reducing each bubble by b
0,−n−〈hi ,λ〉−1
i,λ into 0 when n 6= 0 and by
b1i,λ into 11λ when n = 0.
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ii) For 〈hi, λ〉 = 0,
λ
i
Ei,λ ❴ *4
= ✤


−
i
λ
=
✤


λ
i
Di,λ
❴ *4
λ
i
•−1
c1i,λ
❴*4 λ
i
Ai,λ
❴ *4 −
i
• −1
i
λ
b1i,λ
❴ *4 −
i
λ
iii) For 〈hi, λ〉 > 0,
λ
i
Ei,λ ❴*4
= ✤


−
i
λ
=
✤

λ
i
Di,λ
❴*4
〈hi,λ〉∑
n=0
λ
•n
i
•−n−1
A ′i,λ
❴ *4 −
i
• 〈hi ,λ〉
i
λ
c1i,λ
❴*4 −
i
λ
where the 3-cell A ′i,λ is defined as the 3-cell A
′
i,λ,0 + · · · + A
′
i,λ,〈hi ,λ〉
, where each 3-cell A ′i,λ,k for
0 ≤ k ≤ 〈hi, λ〉 is defined in Appendix B.1 and has for 2-target 0 if n < 〈hi, λ〉 and −
i
λ
if
n = 〈hi, λ〉.
Critical branchings between types C and E.
i) For 〈hi, λ〉 < 0,
λ
i
Ci,λ ❴ *4
=
✤


0 −
i
λ
+
i
i
λ
• 〈hi,λ〉−1b
1
i,λ❴jt −
i
λ
+
∑
r≥0
i
•r
i
λ
• 〈hi,λ〉−r−1bi,λ❴jt
=
✤

λ
i
Ei,λ
❴ *4 −
i
λ
+
−〈hi,λ〉−1∑
n=0
∑
r≥0
i
• r
i
λ •−n−r−2
• n
i
c0,ni,λ
❴ *4 −
i
λ
+
∑
r≥0
i
• r
i
λ •〈hi,λ〉−r−1
•−〈hi,λ〉−1
i
c1i,λ
❴ *4 −
i
λ
+
∑
r≥0
i
•r
i
λ
• 〈hi,λ〉−r−1
ii) For 〈hi, λ〉 = 0,
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λi
Ci,λ ❴*4
=
✤

λ
i
•−1
i
c1i,λ ❴*4 λ
i
Bi,λ ❴*4 −
i
i
λ
•−1 b
1
i,λ ❴*4 −
i
λ
=
✤


λ
i
Ei,λ
❴*4 −
i
λ
iii) For 〈hi, λ〉 > 0,
λ
i
Ci,λ❴*4
=
✤

〈hi,λ〉∑
n=0
λ
• ni
•−n−1
i
B ′i,λ❴*4
i
i
λ
• 〈hi ,λ〉−1 b
1
i,λ❴*4 −
i
λ
=
✤


λ
i
Ei,λ
❴*4 −
i
λ
where the 3-cell B ′i,λ is defined as the 3-cell B
′
i,λ,0 + · · · + B
′
i,λ,〈hi ,λ〉
, where each 3-cell B ′i,λ,k for
0 ≤ k ≤ 〈hi, λ〉 is defined in B.1, and has for 2-target 0 if n < 〈hi, λ〉 and −
i
λ
if n = 〈hi, λ〉.
Critical branchings between types E and F. For any i in I and λ in X, there are two types of critical
branchings implying 3-cells Ei,λ and Fi,λ, depending on if the source 2-cell of Ei,λ is vertically com-
posed below or above the source 2-cell of Fi,λ. Following Section 3.4.2, we denote by (Ei,λ, Fi,λ) (resp.
(Fi,λ, Ei,λ)) these two families of critical branchings. We will prove that for any i and λ, the critical
branchings (Ei,λ, Fi,λ) are confluent modulo E, the other family of branchings would be proved confluent
modulo E similarly.
i) For 〈hi, λ〉 < 0,
λ
i
i
Fi,λ ❴*4
= ✤

−
i
i
λ
=
✤

λ
i
i
Ei,λ
❴ *4 −
i
i
λ
+
−〈hi,λ〉−1∑
n=0
∑
r≥0 •n
i
λ
•−n−r−2
•r
i
D ′i,λ
❴*4 −
i
i
λ
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where D ′i,λ is the 3-cell of ( ER)
ℓ
3 defined as the composite of 3-cells D
′
i,λ,0 + · · · + D
′
i,λ,−〈hi ,λ〉−1
,
where these cells are defined for 0 ≤ k ≤ −〈hi, λ〉 − 1 in Appendix B.1, and have all 0 as 2-target.
ii) For 〈hi, λ〉 = 0,
λ
i
i
Fi,λ ❴*4
= ✤


−
i
i
λ
=
✤

λ
i
i
Ei,λ
❴*4 −
i
i
λ
iii) For 〈hi, λ〉 > 0,
λ
i
i
Fi,λ ❴ *4
=
✤

−
i
i
λ
+
〈hi ,λ〉−1∑
n=0
∑
r≥0
i
• r
λ
•ni
•−n−r−2
i
B ′i,λ ❴*4 −
i
i
λ
=
✤

λ
i
i
Ei,λ
❴*4 −
i
i
λ
where B ′i,λ is the 3-cell of ( ER)
ℓ
3 defined as the composite of 3-cells B
′
i,λ,0+ · · ·+B
′
i,λ,〈hi,λ〉−1
, where
these cells are defined for 0 ≤ k ≤ 〈hi, λ〉 − 1 in Appendix B.1, and have all 0 as 2-target.
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